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Kurzfassung
Um die Struktur von Phasengrenzen zwischen zwei Flu¨ssigkeiten mit Ro¨ntgenstreume-
thoden auf der atomaren La¨ngenskala aufzulo¨sen ist die intensive Strahlung eines Syn-
chrotrons notwendig. Solche Experimente sind besonders herausfordernd, da Flu¨ssig-
keitsoberfla¨chen nicht verkippt werden ko¨nnen und der Ro¨ntgenstrahl des Synchrotrons
nach unten auf die Probe abgelenkt werden muss. Daher werden Diffraktometer
beno¨tigt, wie zum Beispiel der Liquid Interfaces Scattering Apparatus (LISA) an der
Beamline P08 von PETRA III, welche diese spezielle Geometrie beru¨cksichtigen.
Neben dem Anteil der intrinsischen Rauhigkeit wird die Rauhigkeit der Phasengrenze
zwischen zwei Flu¨ssigkeiten maßgeblich durch thermisch angeregte Kapillarwellen er-
zeugt, welche spezielle Methoden bei der Analyse der Daten erforderlich machen.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde die Struktur der Phasengrenze zwischen einer flu¨ssi-
gen Quecksilberelektrode und einer Natriumfluoridlo¨sung in Abha¨ngigkeit von der Tem-
peratur und des angelegten Potentials auf der atomaren La¨ngenskala in situ unter-
sucht. Zu diesem Zweck wurden Ro¨ntgenreflektivita¨tsmessungen durchgefu¨hrt, welche
die no¨tige ra¨umliche Auflo¨sung bieten, um die orthogonale Struktur der Phasengrenze
auf der atomaren La¨ngenskala aufzulo¨sen. Mit dieser Methode ist es mo¨glich die
temperatur- und potentialabha¨ngige A¨nderung der Struktur der Phasengrenze in situ
zu beobachten. Zusa¨tzlich wurden Messungen der diffusen Streuung von dieser Phasen-
grenze durchgefu¨hrt, aus denen Ru¨ckschlu¨sse auf ihre laterale Struktur gezogen wer-
den ko¨nnen. Gleichzeitig wurden fu¨r die Ro¨ntgenstreuexperimente Methoden zur
Datengewinnung und zur Datenanalyse entwickelt, die zur Weiterentwicklung des LISA
Diffraktometers herangezogen wurden.
Reflektivita¨tsmessungen in Abha¨ngigkeit von der Temperatur zeigen, dass mit anstei-
gender Temperatur die Rauhigkeit der Phasengrenze schneller steigt als durch die
Kapillarwellentheorie vorhergesagt wird. Potentialabha¨ngige Reflektivita¨tsmessungen
zeigen, dass die vormals beobachtete Potentialverschiebung des Rauhigkeitsminimums
temperaturunabha¨ngig ist.
Die Messungen der diffusen Streuung, die unter identischen Temperatur- und Po-
tentialbedingungen durchgefu¨hrt wurden, zeigen, dass die Oberfla¨chenspannung der
Quecksilber-Elektrolyt-Grenzfla¨che mit den Ergebnissen aus elektrochemischen Mes-
sungen u¨bereinstimmt.
Neben der Rauhigkeit konnten strukturelle Parameter identifiziert werden, die sich bei
einer Temperatur- oder Potentiala¨nderung systematisch a¨ndern. Diese sind der Ab-
stand zwischen den Schichten der atomaren Schichtung an der Oberfla¨che des Queck-
silbers und die Form der Phasengrenze.

Abstract
To resolve the atomic-scale structure of liquid surfaces and liquid-liquid interfaces with
X-ray scattering methods, intense synchrotron radiation is necessary. Such experiments
are very challenging as liquid surfaces can not be tilted and the synchrotron beam has
to be directed onto the sample. Therefore, special diffractometers such as the Liquid
Interfaces Scattering Apparatus (LISA) at the beamline P08 of PETRA III, which
account for the special liquid surface geometry, are necessary.
Beside the intrinsic roughness, the roughness of the liquid-liquid interface is mainly due
to thermally excited capillary waves, which make it necessary to apply special methods
in the analysis of the data.
In this work, the atomic-scale structure of the interface between a liquid mercury
electrode and a sodium fluoride solution has been investigated in situ under changing
conditions of temperature and applied potential. X-ray reflectivity methods have been
used as they provide the necessary spatial resolution to resolve the orthogonal structure
of the liquid-liquid interface at the atomic-scale. With these methods it is possible to
study the temperature and potential dependent change of the interface structure in situ.
In addition, X-ray diffuse scattering methods have been applied to acquire information
over the lateral structure of the interface. Simultaneous, the performance of the LISA
diffractometer was improved by developing methods of data extraction and analysis
for the X-ray scattering experiments at liquid-liquid interfaces.
Temperature dependent X-ray reflectivity measurements show, that the roughness of
the mercury-electrolyte interface increases much faster with increasing temperature
than predicted by capillary wave theory. Potential dependent X-ray reflectivity mea-
surements show, that the previously observed potential shift of the surface roughness
minimum is independent of temperature.
The X-ray diffuse scattering measurements which were carried out at the same tem-
peratures and potentials as the X-ray reflectivity measurements show, that the surface
tension of the mercury-electrolyte interface is in agreement with the results of electro-
chemical measurements.
Structural parameters beside the roughness which change systematically with temper-
ature and potential could be identified. These are the layer to layer distance of the
surface layering in the mercury and the shape of the interface region.
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1 Introduction 1
1 Introduction
Liquid surfaces and liquid-liquid interfaces are important in many fields of modern sci-
ence such as organics, polymer science, bioscience and electrochemistry [1]. Therefore,
it is of mayor interest to resolve the structure of such surfaces and interfaces at the
atomic-scale. X-ray scattering provides the possibility for in situ studies of changes in
the atomic-scale structure of liquid-liquid interfaces, which are, for example, induced
by changing external influences such as temperature and applied potential. For such
structural investigations with X-rays, it is necessary to direct the beam onto the liquid
surface or interface, as liquid samples can not be tilted. This can be simply achieved
by tilting the X-ray source [2]. But this provides limited flux. To use the intense and
brilliant synchrotron radiation, another approach is necessary. The first diffractome-
ter capable of deflecting a synchrotron beam downwards onto the surface of a liquid
sample used a single crystal setup to change the direction of the X-ray beam [3, 4]. It
was used to perform the first liquid surface investigation with synchrotron radiation
on the surface of a nematic liquid crystal [3]. From these experiments it was possible
to resolve the structure at length scales > 30 A˚. As the interest in liquid surfaces grew,
several diffractometers which adapted the single crystal approach were build [5–9].
With this approach the sample has to follow the beam which moves on a cone if the
incidence angle is changed and mechanical vibration perturbs the liquid surface. This
increases the measurement time, as the sample surface has to settle after such a move-
ment. A second approach was developed which used a matching pair of crystals in
Laue transmission geometry, which eliminated the need for sample movement [10].
For the transmission geometry only high energies are suitable and energies below 30
keV, where many important absorption edges are located, are not applicable [11]. The
Liquid Interfaces Scattering Apparatus (LISA) at the beamline P08 of the PETRA
III third-generation synchrotron source employs a similar two crystal approach but
in Bragg geometry [11, 12]. It operates in an energy range from 6.4 to 29.4 keV and
provides a vertical momentum range of up to 2.7 A˚−1 giving atomic resolution. This
is, for example, necessary to study the atomic-scale structure of liquid metals.
It was predicted that the surface of a liquid metal exhibits surface layering [13]. Early
theoretical work described the surface layering to be a property of liquid metals due to
the metal to non-metal transition zone at the surface, acting as a confining wall known
from density-functional theory to support atomic layering [13, 14]. Surface layering
was observed by X-ray reflectivity measurements at the liquid mercury surface in 1995
[15]. Following studies on other liquid metals and alloys show the same effect [16–27].
The distorted crystal model (DCM) has proven to be the best general description of
the surface layering of liquid metals [15, 28]. The liquid surfaces of gallium [16] and
indium [17] can be described by the DCM without any modification. Other metals
show deviations from the DCM and a modification is necessary. This is the case for
liquid bismuth and tin where the first surface layer of the DCM has to be modified [20].
For the mercury surface a modification of the DCM is also necessary. However, different
2theoretical work predict competing modifications of the DCM. The first model which
was utilized to analyze reflectivity data [15,28–30] was a DCM with an additional layer
over the first layer of the mercury surface as supported by one of the earliest theoretical
works [14]. Later theoretical work suggests a direct modification of the first layer of
the mercury surface [31]. The mercury surface is also an exception in the group of
liquid metals, as it exhibits a temperature dependent roughness behavior, which is
not predicted by capillary wave theory. The increase in roughness with increasing
temperature is higher than anticipated [28].
Although the investigation of liquid-liquid interfaces is experimentally challenging, as
they are not directly accessible, so called deeply buried interfaces, experiments with
atomic-scale resolution were also performed on liquid-liquid interfaces. These experi-
ments showed for example that the structure of the interface between two electrolytes
differ from what is considered in mean-field theories of ion-distribution, such as the
Gouy-Chapman theory [32]. Also, surface layering was found to occur in mercury at
the interface to an electrolyte [29, 30]. The mercury-electrolyte system is one of the
most extensively studied model systems of an electrified interface, a central model sys-
tem in interfacial electrochemistry and played a major role in the development of the
theory of the electrochemical double layer [33–36].
To model the mercury-electrolyte interface, the DCM has to be modified in the same
way as it is the case for the mercury surface [29, 30]. Also, the roughness behavior of
the mercury-electrolyte interface shows deviation from theoretical predictions [29]. The
minimum in surface roughness predicted at the potential of zero charge (PZC) is shifted
to more positive potentials. This makes the mercury-electrolyte interface subject of
special experimental interest since the underlying mechanisms are not explained yet.
The purpose of this work was to resolve the interface structure between mercury and
a sodium fluoride solution at the atomic length scale under different temperature and
potential conditions by applying X-ray diffuse scattering in addition to X-ray reflectiv-
ity methods and to find the cause of the deviating temperature and potential depended
roughness behavior. Simultaneously, the results of the measurements should serve to
further improve the performance of the LISA diffractometer and to develop new meth-
ods for one-dimensional and two-dimensional data extraction and analysis.
In chapter 2 the structure of the mercury-electrolyte interface and its implications for X-
ray scattering will be discussed. In chapter 3 the basics of X-ray scattering from a liquid
surface will be described. Following, in chapter 4 an overview of the instrumentation
used for structural investigation of the mercury-electrolyte interface and details of the
experiments at the synchrotron will be given, along with the measurement methods.
Chapter 5 is concerned with the instrumental advancements of the LISA diffractometer
during the course of this thesis. Chapter 6 presents the X-ray scattering studies for
resolving the temperature and potential depended structure of the mercury-electrolyte
interface. Furthermore, an introduction to the developed methods for the analysis of
two dimensional X-ray scattering data from liquid samples is presented in chapter 7.
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2 Mercury-Electrolyte Interface
Due to the high reflectivity of the mercury and also the mercury-electrolyte interface,
this interface is especially suited for X-ray reflectivity measurements, as a vertical mo-
mentum range of up to 2.5 A˚−1 has to be covert to achieve atomic resolution. The
effect of surface layering in the mercury [15] is present at the mercury-electrolyte inter-
face [29]. This effect determines the orthogonal interface structure and will be described
in the following. The mercury-electrolyte interface is covert by capillary waves. The
hereby introduced lateral roughness is dependent on temperature (T ) and surface ten-
sion (γ) (see section 3.6). In this thesis, the change of the interface structure with
temperature and potential (Φ) is investigated with X-ray scattering methods. There-
fore, the effect of electrocapillarity which was used to change the surface tension with
a change of potential is shortly described. For a more detailed description it is referred
to text books [37]. The temperature was changed directly by heating or cooling of
the sample (see section 4.2). Furthermore, the influence of both parameters T and Φ
on the capillary waves is described, as the capillary waves influence the intensity and
shape of the scattered X-ray intensity (see section 3.7).
2.1 Surface Layering
First theoretical studies described that the difference in the intermolecular potential
near the surface between simple liquids and liquid metals will lead to different surface
structures [13, 38]. The intermolecular potential of simple liquids is in good approx-
imation density independent, whereas the intermolecular potential of liquid metals is
strongly density dependent. For simple liquids, their density independent intermolec-
ular potential should lead to a monotonic density profile [39]. This was for example
confirmed experimentally for the surface of water [40] or normal alkanes [41]. For
liquid metals however, their density dependent intermolecular potential should lead
to an oscillatory density profile [13]. This was first verified for the surface of liquid
mercury to vapor [15] and later for various other liquid metal systems [16–27, 29]. A
different theoretical approach predicts surface layering to occur at every liquid sur-
face at low enough temperatures, only that for the most liquids this phenomenon is
preempted by solidification [42, 43]. Surface layering was observed for the nonmetallic
liquid tetrakis(2-ethylhexoxy)silane [44]. In the case of liquid metals, the most success-
ful model for the surface structure is the distorted crystal model (DCM) [15,28] which
will be described in section 3.8.
2.2 Electrocapillarity
The mercury-electrolyte has two components with free charge carriers. In the metal
these are the electrons and the delocalized ion cores, in the electrolyte these are the
solvated ions. The two phases will adapt their electrochemical potential µ until an
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Fig. 2.1: Electrocapillary curves for mercury-electrolyte(0.01 M NaF) at different tem-
peratures. The data has been taken from [46]. At each individual tempera-
ture, the potential of zero charge (highest point of each curve) is at approxi-
mately −0.85 V, measured against a Hg/Hg2SO4 reference electrode.
equilibrium is reached. In the metal a surface charge will form and in the electrolyte
this will be compensated through a layer of increased ion concentration. This is called
the electrochemical double layer. The potential at which no excess charge is on the
surface is called the potential of zero charge (PZC). By changing the potential from
the PZC to a more negative or positive potential accordingly more positive or negative
charged ions are attracted onto the liquid metal surface. This will decrease the surface
tension independent of the charge of the ions. The electrocapillary equation derives
from the Gibbs adsorption isotherm and the Gibbs-Duhem equation [45]:
dγ(Φ, µi) = −σdΦ −∑
i
Γidµi (2–1)
σ is the surface charge density and Γ is the surface excess of adsorbed molecules at the
interface. As will be described in section 3.7 the capillary wave roughness is directly
related to the surface tension. Therefore, one can change this roughness by changing
the potential. The potential dependent surface tension of the mercury-electrolyte(0.01
M NaF) interface is shown in figure 2.1 for different temperatures.
2.3 Capillary Waves
The lateral surface profile of liquid surfaces and interfaces is determined by thermally
induced waves. The restoring forces are gravity and surface tension. The wave velocity
is given by [47]:
cw =√gλw
2pi
+ 2piγ
ρmλw
(2–2)
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Here λw is the wavelength, ρm the mass density and g is the gravitational constant. At
large wavelength where the effect of gravity is dominant, the waves are called gravity
waves. At small length scales where surface tension dominates, the waves are called
capillary waves. The wavelength were capillary waves become gravity waves is given
by:
λw,max = 2pi√ γ
ρmg
(2–3)
Contrary to gravity waves, the amplitude of capillary waves is much smaller than their
wavelength [48]. The influence of temperature on the capillary waves can be derived
from the surface energy. If the surface profile h(rxy) (see section 3.6) is expressed
trough its Fourier spectrum
h(rxy) = 1
2pi ∫ d2qxyh̃(qxy) exp(irxy ⋅ qxy) (2–4)
where rxy is a point on the surface and qxy is a reciprocal vector with qz = 0 (see section
3.1), the surface energy can be written as [48, 49]
U = 1
2 ∫ d2qxy [γr2xy + ρmg] ∣̃h(qxy)∣2 (2–5)
This convention, where a bold variable marks a vector and a normal variable marks
a scalar is used in the following. Applying the equipartition theorem and taking into
account the density of states [48, 49]
kBT
2
= 1
2
[γq2xy + ρmg]4pi2 ∣̃h(qxy)∣2 (2–6)
the power spectral density (PSD) for a liquid surface with thermally exited capillary
waves is derived as [48]:
∣̃h(qxy)∣2 = C̃(qxy) = kBT4pi2γ 1q2xy + κ2 (2–7)
kB is the Boltzmann constant. This is dependent on surface tension and temperature.
From the PSD the root mean square (rms) roughness of the surface due to capillary
waves can be derived. This will be shown in section 3.6.
6 2.3 Capillary Waves
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3 X-Ray Scattering
X-ray radiation, which was discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Ro¨ntgen in 1895 [50,51], is
electromagnetic radiation with photons of wavelength from 10 nanometers to 1 pikome-
ter. This overlaps with the spectrum of gamma radiation, but the origin is what
distinguishes both radiation types. Gamma rays arise from processes in the atomic
nucleus, whereas X-rays originate from high energetic electronic processes, which can
be generated and safely handled in the laboratory in a X-ray tube. Ever since Laue
and Knipping [52, 53] used this radiation to produce the first diffraction pattern from
a single crystal, X-ray radiation has been used for the structural analysis of matter.
Some interface sensitive methods which emerged and are especially useful for surface
structure analysis are X-ray reflectivity (XRR) [54, 55] and X-ray diffuse scattering
(XDS) [56], which are the main methods used in this thesis.
Applying these methods to solid samples is a standard method of structure analysis
nowadays and can be easily handled on laboratory X-ray diffractometers to some ex-
tend. Here photon fluxes of around 109 photons per second are available. In contrast,
applying these methods to liquid samples bears the difficulty that the surface of a
liquid will always arrange parallel to the earth’s gravitational potential. This makes
it necessary to use specialized liquid surface diffractometers which change the beam
direction relative to the sample and not vice versa [2].
Investigating buried interface as the mercury-electrolyte interface is further compli-
cated. In the measurements of this thesis, the X-ray beam has to go through the
electrolyte where the intensity is reduce by around 90%. Also the beam is diffusely
scattered at the electrolyte and at the bulk of the mercury. The resulting background
intensity has to be subtracted from the specular signal to access the reflectivity. The
bulk scattering of mercury is an orders of magnitude higher in the region where the main
structural features in the reflectivity arise. The reflectivity of the mercury-electrolyte
interface in this region is 10−7 - 10−8. This makes it inevitable to conduct such mea-
surements at a synchrotron where photon fluxes of up to 1010 - 1012 photons per second
are available.
Despite these difficulties, X-ray diffraction is an ideal method for atomic resolution in
situ studies of liquid-liquid interfaces. Due to the low scattering cross section, it is
possible to analyze the measurement results in the kinematical approximation which
neglects refraction and multiple scattering phenomena. The theoretical background will
be described in the following. For a detailed overview it is referred to text books [57,58]
3.1 Liquid Surface Scattering Geometry
As liquids can not be tilted in the same way as solid samples a special geometry is used
[59]. The X-ray beam is guided onto the surface of a sample under a certain incidence
angle α. The scattered intensity is collected under an exiting angle β which is equal
to α. This is done for different values of α and β producing a X-ray reflectivity curve.
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Fig. 3.1: Scattering geometry for X-ray scattering experiments on liquid-liquid inter-
faces. kin and kout are the wave vectors of the incoming and scattered wave.
For X-ray diffuse scattering measurements the scattered intensity is collected under
condition where α ≠ β. To collect background scattering the intensity is measured at
an azimuthal offset θ. A pictorial description can be seen in figure 3.1. The orientation
of the incidence and exiting radiation relative to the liquid sample can be expressed in
reciprocal coordinates. For the liquid surface geometry the reciprocal coordinates are:
qx = 2pi
λ
(cos(β) sin(θ − ϑ) + cos(α) sin(ϑ)) (3–1)
qy = 2pi
λ
(cos(β) cos(θ − ϑ) − cos(α) cos(ϑ)) (3–2)
qz = 2pi
λ
(sin(α) + sin(β)) (3–3)
qxy = √q2x + q2y = 2piλ √cos2(α) + cos2(β) − 2 cos(α) cos(β) cos θ (3–4)
q = √q2z + q2x + q2y = √q2z + q2xy (3–5)
q = (qx, qy, qz) (3–6)
ϑ is the rotation of the sample, which can be neglected and set to zero for a laterally
isotropic sample as it is case for the mercury-electrolyte interface. Laterally anisotropy
may be given, if an ordered adlayer is present on the interface [60].
3.2 Index of Refraction
If an electromagnetic plane wave penetrates into a medium it’s propagation properties
are changed. A portion of the intensity is refracted into the medium and a part is
reflected (figure 3.2). Decisive for this change is the index of refraction n(r) [48]. For
X-rays this is
n(r) = 1 − δ(r) + iβ(r) (3–7)
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with δ being the dispersion and β the absorption. r is a point in space. Note that it
is δ > 0 and therefore n < 1 for X-rays. For a material consisting of j components it
is [48]
δ(r) = λ2
2pi
reρ(r) N∑
j=1
f 0j + f ′j(E)
Z
(3–8)
and
β(r) = λ2
2pi
reρ(r) N∑
j=1
f ′′j (E)
Z
(3–9)
where f ′ and f ′′ are the dispersion corrections to the atomic form factorf 0 [58]. λ is
the X-ray wavelength, re is the classical electron radius, ρ is the electron density and
Z is the number of electrons in the unit cell. In the case of a one component medium
far away from absorption edges n can be expressed as
n(r) = 1 − λ2
2pi
reρ(r) + i λ2
4pi
µ(r) (3–10)
where µ is the linear absorption coefficient. n is mainly proportional to ρ except in
the region of absorption edges. Here the index of refraction changes abruptly. Since
for every element the absorption edges are unique, an energy change can be used to
change the scattering contrast between atomic species during experiment.
3.3 Critical Angle
For an liquid-liquid interface the upper phase has an important impact on the critical
angle of the reflectivity as it reduces its magnitude (shown in figure 3.3 c)). Since in
text books the upper phase is often treated as vacuum with an index of refraction equal
to one, this matter will be shortly discussed in the following.
For the case of an electromagnetic plane wave propagating in a medium with refractive
index n0 and falling onto a perfectly flat surface of a medium with refractive index n1
(figure 3.2) the relation between the incidence angle α and the refraction angle αt is
given by snell’s law
cos(α)n1 = cos(αt)n0 (3–11)
If it is n0 > n1 there will be a critical angle α = αc where it is αt = 0. Considering that
αc is very small we can expand the cosine. By neglecting the absorption it follows that
cos(αc) = n0
n1
⇒ 1 − α2c
2
≈ 1 − δ0
1 − δ1 (3–12)
After expanding and by neglecting the smallest term it follows
αc = √2(δ1 − δ0) = λ√re
pi
(ρ1 − ρ0) (3–13)
In the region where 0 < α < αc total reflection occurs. Here, the impinging X-rays do
not propagate in the medium with refractive index n1 but instead an evanescent wave
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Fig. 3.2: a) Scattering geometry of X-ray refraction at the interface between media
with refractive indexes n0 and n1. b) Spacial distribution of the refractive
index. kt is the wave vector of the transmitted wave.
occurs which travels parallel to the surface and has a penetration depth of only several
nanometers. The amplitude of this wave decays exponentially into the direction of
the bulk. The critical scattering vector qc under which total external reflection occurs
derives from the critical angle as follows
qc = 4pi
λ
sin(λ√re
pi
(ρ1 − ρ0)) ≈ 4pi√re
pi
(ρ1 − ρ0) (3–14)
Since this is wavelength independent it is convenient to use this form.
3.4 Reflectivity of Ideal Interfaces
The X-ray reflectivity of a perfectly flat interface as in section 3.3 (figure 3.2) is de-
scribed by the Fresnel equations [61]. It is also a good small angle approximation for
the reflectivity of systems where the electron density varies only at the interface, e.g.
where no thick layers are present, as it is the case for the mercury-electrolyte(0.01 M
NaF) interface. For the X-ray reflectivity experiments this was used during the align-
ment process of the samples, where deviations from the Fresnel reflectivity at small
angles, e.g. below 2 × qc, indicate a misaligned sample. In reciprocal coordinates the
Fresnel reflectivity is given by
RF (qz) = RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
qz −
√
q2z − q2c − 32ipi2βλ2
qz +
√
q2z − q2c − 32ipi2βλ2
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
2
(3–15)
≈ RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
2qz
qz +
√
q2z − q2c − 32ipi2βλ2
RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
4 ( qc
2qz
)4 (3–16)
For the mercury-electrolyte interface the effect of the absorption is significant in the
region of the critical angle as shown in figure 3.3 a).
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Fig. 3.3: a) The fresnel reflectivity of the mercury-electrolyte(NaF) interface plotted
over the orthogonal scattering vector qz normalized by the critical scattering
vector qc. blue: without absorption, green: with absorption. b) Transmission
factors for the surface of water (red), mercury (green) and mercury without
absorption (blue). c) Fresnel reflectivities (solid lines) for different systems
along with the approximation from equation 3–18 (dashed lines). Red: water,
blue: mercury, green: mercury-water.
The left hand factor in equation 3–16 is the square of the Fresnel transmission factor.
In angular coordinates it is given by [62]:
T (α) = RRRRRRRRRRR 2 sin(α)sin(α) +√sin(α)2 − sin(αc)2 − 2iβ
RRRRRRRRRRR
2
(3–17)
It is shown in figure 3.3 b). This describes the Yoneda wing [63], which occurs in the
diffuse scattering where α or β are equal to αc.
In the region qz > qc the Fresnel transmission factor approaches one and the reflectivity
can be approximated by
RF (qz) ≈ ( qc
2qz
)4 (3–18)
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As can be seen in figure 3.3 c) this is a good approximation for qz > 3qc.
3.5 Reflectivity of Real Interfaces
Real interfaces do not have a step like character as the perfectly flat ideal interfaces.
Their electron densities exhibit variations which let their reflectivities deviate from the
Fresnel reflectivity. If only orthogonal variation (along the z-axis as in figure 3.1) is
taken into account, the reflectivity of such an interface can be described using the exact
recursive Parrat method [54] which accounts for refraction and multiple scattering.
Here n(r) = n(z) is described as being divided into j layers with index of refraction
nj sitting on top of an infinitely thick substrate [58]. This gives exact results down
to the region of the critical angle but can be very computational heavy depending on
the chosen widths of the layers. In the region of qz ≫ qc where the scattering cross
section is small, refraction and multiple scattering can be neglected and the reflectivity
can be described in the kinematical approximation. This leads to the so called master
formula [58,64]:
R(qz)
RF (qz) = ∣φ(qz)∣2 = ∣ 1ρ1 − ρ0 ∫ dzd ⟨ρ(z)⟩dz exp(iqzz)∣
2
(3–19)
The reflectivity divided by the Fresnel reflectivity (equation 3–15) gives the square of
the absolute value of the surface structure factor φ(qz) (figure 3.4 c)) which is the
Fourier transformation of the derivation of the electron density profile divided by the
difference of the bulk electron density of the upper and lower phase. The factor ⟨ρ(z)⟩
stands for an average over the xy plane and therefore does not account for lateral
roughness (see figure 3.5 a)). For the mercury-electrolyte interface this differs only
about ∼ 3% from the result of the Parrat method over the whole range of qz covert in
the reflectivity measurements of this thesis (see section 9.1). Therefore the kinematical
approximation is suited to analyze the reflectivity from this interface.
As can be seen in equation 3–19 the surface structure factor appears in the actual
measured intensity only as the square of the absolute value. This means that all phase
information is lost in a X-ray reflectivity measurement. A unique solution for φ(qz)
and therefore ⟨ρ(z)⟩ respectively, which reproduces the scattered intensity, does not
exist. Here lies one of the difficulties in interpreting X-ray scattering data. Based on
physical valid assumptions a model for ⟨ρ(z)⟩ has to be found. The resultant ∣φ(qz)∣2
can be used to fit the data. The model used for the mercury-electrolyte interface, the
DCM is presented in section 3.8.
The simplest form of an interface profile which deviates from the perfectly flat system
is a gradual change from ρ0 to ρ1. This can be represented by error function profiles.
In the case where ρ0 < ρ1 it is
⟨ρ(z)⟩ = ρ01
2
(1 − erf( z
σ0
√
2
)) + ρ11
2
(1 + erf( z
σ0
√
2
)) (3–20)
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Fig. 3.4: a) Interface profiles. Blue: step profile, green: profile according to equation
3–20. ρ1 has been set to ρHg (bulk electron density of mercury). b) According
reflectivities and c) R/RF curves.
This is shown in figure 3.4 a). The resulting reflectivity is
R(qz) = RF (qz) exp (−q2zσ20) (3–21)
as can be seen in figure 3.4 b). Here, σ0 is the roughness of the interface . The according∣φ(qz)∣2 is shown in figure 3.4 c).
3.6 Lateral Roughness of Liquid Surfaces and Interfaces
To interpret the results of the X-ray scattering measurements, which are presented in
section 6.8, a modified root mean square roughness (σrms) was suggested. To demon-
strate the origin of σrms and it’s impact on the reflectivity, a short overview of the
derivation is given. For more detail it is referred to [49,56,65].
σrms results from the lateral roughness of the surface. To take this into account, we have
to take another approach as in the preceding section. In the kinematical approximation,
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a) b)
Fig. 3.5: a) 2D schematic of a lateral rough and orthogonal structured interface. h(x)
is the height function representing the interfacial roughness. The left plot
is an average along the x-axis which corresponds to ⟨ρ(qz)⟩ from equation
3–19. b) the same interface with removed roughness.
the scattered intensity per solid angle, the so called differential scattering cross section
dσ
dΩ
is given by [66]
dσ
dΩ
= ( e2
mc2
)2∫ d3rd3r′ρ(r)ρ(r′) exp (iq ⋅ [r − r′]) (3–22)
e andm are the electric charge and the mass of the electron, c is the speed of light. r and
r′ represent two points in space. If we neglect small scale density fluctuations [17] at
length scales of the atomic diameter, the density distribution of a liquid-liquid interface
which is roughened by capillary waves can be described as having the same orthogonal
profile ρ(z) at every point rxy on the surface only shifted in the z-direction by a height
function h(rxy) [17, 49, 56]. The resulting electron density has the form ρ(z − h(rxy)).
ρ(z) represents the orthogonal interface profile in the absence of the lateral roughness.
This is shown in figure 3.5 b). This way the lateral and the orthogonal parts of the
integration can be separated and the differential scattering cross section can be written
as [17, 49]:
dσ
dΩ
= 1
16pi2
(qc
2
)4 A0
sin(α) ∣φ(qz)∣
2
q2z
×∫ d2rxy exp (iqxy ⋅ rxy) exp(−12q2z ⟨[h(rxy) − h(0)]2⟩) (3–23)
A0 is the X-ray beams cross sectional area and the factor
A0
sin(α) is the footprint of
the beam on the sample. ∣φ(qz)∣2 is the surface structure factor resulting from ρ(z)
instead of ⟨ρ(z)⟩. ⟨[h(rxy) − h(0)]2⟩ is the mean quadratic height difference function
which describes the characteristics of the lateral surface roughness [48]. This can be
expressed in terms of the height-height correlation function C(rxy) = ⟨h(rxy)h(0)⟩ and
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the rms roughness σ2rms = C(0)
⟨[h(rxy) − h(0)]2⟩ = 2σ2rms − 2C(rxy) (3–24)
Using this in equation 3–23, dσ
dΩ
can be split into a specular and a diffuse scattering
component
dσ
dΩ
= (dσ
dΩ
)
spec
+ (dσ
dΩ
)
diff
(3–25)
with
(dσ
dΩ
)
spec
=N exp(−q2zσ2rms)δ(rxy) (3–26)
(dσ
dΩ
)
diff
=N exp(−q2zσ2rms)∫ d2rxy exp (iqxy ⋅ rxy) [exp (−q2zC(rxy)) − 1] (3–27)
and
N = 1
16pi2
(qc
2
)4 A0
sin(α) ∣φ(qz)∣
2
q2z
(3–28)
Through the delta function δ(rxy) the intensity distribution of the specular signal is
confined to α = β and θ = 0. To get to the value of the measured reflectivity ( dσ
dΩ
)
spec
has to be integrated over the solid angle ∆β∆θ =∆dΩ accepted by the detector. Here
a good approximation is to assume that over the range of the integration the scattering
angle β is constant and to carry out this integration over ∆qxy which is the projection
of ∆Ω onto the qxy-plane [67]:
I
I0
= 1
A0
∫
∆Ω
dΩ(dσ
dΩ
) ≈ λ2
A04pi2 sin(β) ∫
∆qxy
d2qxy (dσdΩ) (3–29)
Applying this to equation 3–26 gives:
( I
I0
)
α=β,Θ=0
= R(qz) = RF (qz) ∣φ(qz)∣2 exp(−q2zσ2rms) (3–30)
In the case of a simple liquid-liquid interface where ρ(z) can be described by error func-
tions with an intrinsic roughness of σi (resulting from the granular molecular nature
of the surface [57]), the measured roughness would be σ0 =√σ2i + σ2rms. Therefore, the
measured reflectivity would be identical to equation 3–21. This shows, that with re-
flectivity methods alone, the intrinsic roughness of the interface σi cannot be separated
from σrms. This applies also for the mercury-electrolyte interface, as the square of the
absolute value of the surface structure factor contains a factor exp(−q2zσ2i ) (see section
3.8). To separate the two contributions, the shape of C(rxy) has to be identified. A
theoretical expression can be derived from its Fourier transformation C̃(qxy) the power
spectral density (PSD) [48] (see section 2.3). In the case of a surface profile which is
determined by capillary waves this is [48, 49]:
C(rxy) = kBT
2piγ
Ko(κrxy) (3–31)
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Which is the Fourier transformation of the PSD (see section 2.3). K0(x) is the modified
Bessel function of the second kind and it is κ = 2pi
λw,max
=√ρmg
γ
which is the lower wave
vector cutoff. It is often referred to as the gravitational cutoff. Since C(rxy) diverges
at zero, the rms roughness is obtained by integrating the PSD. This can be done in
polar coordinates. With qxy =√q2x + q2y and θ = arctan( qyqx ) it is
σ2rms = kBT4pi2γ
qmax∫
0
dqxy
2pi∫
0
dθ
qxy
q2xy + κ2 = kBT4piγ ln(q2max + κ2κ2 ) (3–32)
The upper integration limit qmax = pia (with a the atomic or molecular diameter) is the
upper wave vector cutoff.
3.7 Scattering from Liquid Surfaces and Interfaces
In the following it will be shown, that for liquid surfaces and interfaces it is not possible
to separate diffuse and specular intensity as described in the preceding section. There-
fore, special measures have to be taken in the analysis. In the limit that qzσrms Ð→ 0
the differential cross section for the diffuse scattering becomes [56]
(dσ
dΩ
)
diff
= piσ2rms
q2xy + κ2 (3–33)
This shown in figure 3.6. For experiments it is typically κ ≈ 10−8−10−7 A˚−1. This length
scale is inaccessible with realistic experimental resolution [48]. This will still be true
if the cutoff is not determined by the gravitation but by sample size or the coherence
length of the scattering [49]. For example the LISA diffractometer has a resolution
of 10−5 − 10−4 A˚−1 [11]. Therefore, the roughness which is measured in a reflectivity
experiment is the rms roughness reduced by a contribution which is dependent on
the diffuse scattering intensity arriving at the detector and therefore on the detector
resolution ky as follows [49]:
σ2CW =σ2rms − kBT2piγ ln⎛⎝ky +
√
k2y + κ2
κ
⎞⎠
=kBT
2piγ
ln
⎛⎝
√
q2max + κ2
ky +√k2y + κ2
⎞⎠ ≈ kBT2piγ ln(qmax2ky ) (3–34)
Due to this circumstance it is reasonable to use an approximation to dσ
dΩ
which ignores
the shape of the scattering at length scales of qxy ∼ κ and does not distinguish between
diffuse and specular scattered intensity. This dσ
dΩ
only needs to reproduces the right
shape of the scattering in the region κ ≪ qxy ≪ qmax as shown in figure 3.6. An
approximation for C(rxy) which satisfies this condition is given by [48]
kBT
2piγ
Ko(κrxy) ≈ −kBT
2piγ
[γE + ln(κrxy
2
)] (3–35)
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Fig. 3.6: Schematic of the approximation made by ignoring the shape of the qxy-region
near zero. Red: specular and diffuse intensity are separate. This depicts the
real shape of the scattering. Blue: approximation of the real shape at length
scales qxy ≈ κ by a shape of the form ∼ 1q2−ηxy .
Here γE ≈ 0.577 is Euler’s constant. With this, a properly normalized expression for
the differential scattering cross section can be obtained as [17]
dσ
dΩ
= A0
sin(α) (qc2 )
4 T (α)T (β)
4q2z
∣φ(qz)∣2 η
2pi
q
η−2
xy
q
η
max
(3–36)
Here it is η = kBT
2piγ
q2z . The Fresnel transmission factors (see section 3.4) are inserted as
an approximation to the result of the distorted wave born approximation [48]. This is
reasonable, since in systems of soft-condensed matter the only strong electron density
contrast is near the surface or interface region [68]. Again to obtain the reflectivity,
this has to be integrated at α = β and θ = 0 over the aperture size of the detector ∆Ω
respectively ∆qxy. If we assume that α and β are approximately constant over the
integration range, only the integral
η
2pi ∫
∆qxy
d2qxy
q
η−2
xy
q
η
max
= 1
2pi ∫
∆θ
dθ ∫
∆qxy(θ)
dqxy
q
η−1
xy
q
η
max
= 1
2pi ∫
∆θ
dθ (∆qxy(θ)
qmax
)η = CW (qz,∆qxy) (3–37)
has to be evaluated. For the reflectivity a descriptive approximation is to assume, that
the projection of ∆Ω onto the qxy-plane ∆qxy is centered at qxy = 0 and is circular
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shaped with a diameter of qres [69]. Then the reflectivity is:
1
A0
∫
∆Ω
dΩ(dσ
dΩ
) =(qc
2
)4 T (α)T (β)(4pi
λ
)2 sin(α) sin(β)q2z ∣φ(qz)∣
2
CW (qz,∆qxy) (3–38)
=RF (qz) ∣φ(qz)∣2 ( qres
qmax
)η (3–39)
Which gives an equivalent expression for σCW = kBT2piγ ln ( qmaxqres ) as in equation 3–34.
Equation 3–38 was used for the analysis of the reflectivity data from the X-ray exper-
iments. For the diffuse scattering data equation 3–38 was evaluated at qxy ≠ 0.
3.7.1 Numerical Integration
Different to the circular approximation, the detector area is rectangular shaped. If the
center of the detector is at a distance L from the center of the sample and the vertical
and horizontal detector width are V and H it spans approximately an solid angle of
∆Ω =∆θ∆β with
∆θ ≈ V
L
, ∆β ≈ H
L
(3–40)
A good approximation for the integration of equation 3–37 is to integrate over a rect-
angular area ∆qxy =∆qx∆qy in reciprocal space with
∆qx ≈ 4pi
λ
∆θ cos(β) , ∆qy ≈ 4pi
λ
∆β sin(β) (3–41)
centered at a position qxy [57, 65]. These values have been used in the analysis of the
scattering data.
3.8 Surface Structure Factor of the Mercury-Electrolyte In-
terface
A physically motivated model for the surface of mercury is the distorted crystal model
(DCM) [15, 28]. The DCM models the surface layering as an infinite sum of layers
which broaden as their distance from the surface increases. In general these layers are
Gaussian layers convoluted with the normalized Fourier transformation of the atomic
form factor FHg(z) of the liquid metal. The width of the n-th layer consists of an
constant part σi which is common to all layers and a growing part
√
n × σb which
models the decay of the layering amplitude in direction of the bulk. The amplitude of
a layer is d
ρHg
σn
√
2pi
with
σn =√σ2i + nσ2b (3–42)
The layers are separated by a distance d therefore their position into the bulk is n× d.
Far into the bulk the electron density reaches the bulk electron density value ρHg.
For the case of the mercury-electrolyte interface the electrolyte has to be included in
the electron density. It has been modeled as an error function with the amplitude
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ρH2O (bulk electron density value of water) at position zH2O and width σH2O. Fitted
freely, the parameter σH2O always ends up with a unphysical value of 0 A˚. Since the
change in the reflectivity by varying this parameter is almost non-existent the width
was set to a constant value of σH2O = 0.66 A˚ (approximately two times the covalent
radius of hydrogen, set as a lower limit). The reflectivities of the mercury surface
and the mercury-electrolyte interface exhibit a deviation from the DCM in the low
qz-region [15,28–30]. The intensity is significantly lower as would be expected with the
DCM. In different studies [15, 28–30] this has been modeled by including a Gaussian
layer with a width σad at position zad some A˚ over the first layer of the DCM with
a significantly lower electron density ρad than the other layers. This layer was either
allow to vary freely or was set to a mean value during fitting in the cited works. This
was justified by the assumption, that a low density layer of alien atomic species had
formed on the surface [28] which varied with preparation measures. Later works took
a mercury component into account [30]. Also one of the first theoretical works on
this topic showed a low density layer of condensed non-metallic mercury atoms over
the first layer of the DCM [14]. Since a main assumption in this work is that the
surface deviation of the mercury-electrolyte interface is an intrinsic feature of mercury,
that model has been adapted and a convolution with the Fourier transformation of the
atomic form factor FHg(z) of mercury has been applied to this additional layer. In the
following this model will be referred to as the adlayer model.
The electron density for the adlayer model with included electrolyte phase is:
⟨ρ(z)⟩ = FHg(z)⊗ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
∞∑
n=0
d
ρHg
σn
√
2pi
exp(−(z − nd − zHg)2
2σ2n
)
+ d0 ρad
σad
√
2pi
exp(−(z − zad)2
2σ2ad
)⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
+ ρH2O
2
(1 − erf(z − zH2O
σH2O
√
2
)) (3–43)
with d0 = 1 A˚. By sorting the exponentials after Fourier transformation and treating
the infinite sum as a geometric series, the corresponding surface structure factor can
be obtained as:
φ(qz) = 1
ρHg − ρH2O
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
fHg(qz) + f ′Hg
ZHg + f ′Hg
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩iqzdρHg
exp (−iqzzHg − q2zσ2i2 )
1 − exp (−qzd − q2zσ2b2 )
+iqzd0ρad exp(−iqzzad − q2zσ2ad
2
)⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
−ρH2O exp(−iqzzH2O − q2zσ2H2O2 )
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3–44)
The influence on the reflectivity from the different parts of the surface structure factor
is shown in figure 3.7.
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Fig. 3.7: a) Different electron densities. Cyan: a simple error function profile. Red:
The DCM without any modification. Green: The DCM with the electrolyte
phase located about 1.5 A˚ over the DCM’s first layer. Blue: The electron
density as it is described in equation 3–43, the DCM with electrolyte phase
and an additional layer located about 3 A˚ over the DCM’s first layer. b)
Reflectivities corresponding to the electron densities. The capillary wave
roughness has been included as in equation 3–39 with typical values for γ, T ,
qmax and qres. Curves have been shifted for clarity. c) Corresponding R/RF .
The DCM (red) and the DCM with included electrolyte phase (green) differ
over the whole qz range. This is due to the different critical angles and the
resulting different RF . The blue curve with all contributions included seem
to varies only in the region qz < 1.5 A˚. This is due to the values chosen for
the adlayer parameters. In general the inclusion of the adlayer can cause
variations at the position of the pseudo-Bragg peak (see section 6.2) at about
2.2 A˚.
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Fig. 3.8: Electron densities. Blue: adlayer model, Red: first-layer model. Both elec-
tron densities produce reflectivities which fit the experimental data for the
mercury-electrolyte interface equally well.
In contrast to this model, later theoretical works [70,71] on the mercury vapor interface
did not show an adlayer but a deviation in position and amplitude of the first layer of
the DCM [31]. This model will be called first-layer model in the following. The intensity
deviation at low qz values of the mercury or the mercury-electrolyte reflectivity can also
be modeled with such a deviation from the DCM [28]. In this work, both models have
been used and compared. For this model the electron density is:
⟨ρ(z)⟩ = FHg(z)⊗ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
∞∑
n=1
d
ρHg
σn
√
2pi
exp(−(z − nd − zHg)2
2σ2n
)
+ d ρfirst
σi
√
2pi
exp(−(z − zfirst)2
2σ2i
)⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
+ ρH2O
2
(1 − erf(z − zH2O
σH2O
√
2
)) (3–45)
Here the sum starts at one instead at zero since every layer except the first has the
same form as for the complete DCM. The first layer is inserted the same way as the
adlayer before. The difference is, that the amplitude contains dρfirst instead of d0ρad.
Also it’s position zfirst differs only slightly from zero. If the width of the first layer is
allowed to vary with the other parameters during fitting, it ends up in most cases with
a value near or exactly zero, which is clearly unphysical. Since no change of width of
the first layer was indicated in the mentioned theoretical works [31,70,71] its width was
set to the value of σi. The resulting surface structure factor for the first-layer model
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is:
φ(qz) = 1
ρHg − ρH2O
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
fHg(qz) + f ′Hg
ZHg + f ′Hg
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩iqzdρHg
exp (−qz(izHg + d) − q2z(σ2i +σ2b )2 )
1 − exp (−qzd − q2zσ2b2 )
+iqzd(ρfirst − ρHg) exp(−iqzzHg − q2zσ2i
2
)⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
−ρH2O exp(−iqzzH2O − q2zσ2H2O2 )
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3–46)
The different shapes of the electron densities of the two models are shown in figure 3.8.
Additional information about the physical meaning of the two models are discussed
in section 6. Equation 3–44 and 3–46 have been used with equation 3–38 to fit the
reflectivity data presented in chapter 6. To fit the diffuse scattering data only the
adlayer model was used, as the result is only dependent on the shape of ∣φ(qz)∣2 which
is equivalent for both models after fitting to the reflectivity data.
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4 Experimental Details
The X-ray scattering experiments for this thesis were done on the Liquid Interfaces
Scattering Apparatus (LISA) [11, 12] at the beamline P08 of the PETRA III syn-
chrotron radiation source at DESY in Hamburg [72]. The LISA instrument was build
by the work group of O. M. Magnussen from the university of Kiel [11,12]. The author
of this thesis was part of the construction team. He accompanied the instrument from
the beginning of the assembly and the matter of his diploma thesis was to implement
and test it’s control system [73].
The first two years of work for this thesis were dedicated to the commissioning of the
instrument. This included the installation of hardware components at the instrument
and the writing and embedding of control software for this hardware, e.g critical motors
and beam monitors, in the existing control system. The complex nature of the optics
of the beamline P08 prevents an 100% accurate reproduction of the beam position
between beam times or after the change of the beam line energy. The accuracy of the
LISA diffractometer is dependent on the success of the preceding alignment. Additional
to the optics, ongoing changes and updates of the PETRA III storage ring provided
almost always fresh starting parameters between beam times. These were utilized to
test the reliability of the LISA diffractometer. Due to a long course of beam times under
changing beam conditions, parts of a robust alignment procedure were developed. The
instrumental advancements, which are partly based on this work, are presented in the
publication in chapter 5.
Furthermore, maintenance software was developed to prepare the instrument for user
operation. One is a graphical user interface which is used to extract the data from the
data file produced by the diffractometers control software into Matlab (MathWorks) a
software commonly used for experimental analysis. This will be presented in section
5.2. Several beam times as a local contact for external users at the LISA diffractometer
could be used to test and advance this software.
For the experiments, a sample environment was developed which is described in section
4.2. After that, a description of the used experimental methods is given.
4.1 Beamline P08
The beamline P08 is a high resolution beam line located in the 2304 m long Petra III
storage ring. The storage ring operates at an energy of 6 GeV and produces a total
current of 100 mA with very low horizontal emmitance of 1 nm rad. It can be operated
in several bunch modes with quantities between 960 and 40 bunches [74]. The X-ray
energy available at the beamline P08 ranges from 5.4 to 29.4 keV. A highly collimated
beam is available down to horizontal and vertical sizes of 800 x 40 µm2 and divergences
of 20 x 9 µrad which provide 2 × 1011 counts per second [11]. The small vertical width
is advantageous for liquid samples because the footprint of the beam on the sample
scales with the vertical width. The analysis of the diffuse scattering also profits from
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Fig. 4.1: Schematic setup of the optics of P08 as described in the text. To connect the
LISA diffractometer to the optics a vacuum tube is attached.
a small footprint, as distortion effects due to the curvature of the sample are reduced.
At 25 keV the resolution is ∆qz = 2.52 × 10−4.
The setting of the optics is shown in figure 4.1. A 2 m long fully tunable undulator
delivers a white beam with an energy between 3.4 and 40 keV. First the low-energy
halo is cut of with water cooled high power slits. Then the beam is monochromated at
the liquid-nitrogen-cooled high heat load monochromator (HHLM) which is equipped
with two Si(111) crystals. The two crystals are sitting on a rotary unit with their
surfaces aligned parallel. To change the angle of both crystals only the rotary unit
has to be moved. To position the crystals relative to each other piezo actuators are
used (commonly used: c2 pitch, c2 roll, lom2lin, lom2tblpitch). Then the beam
is collimated and focused using compound refractive beryllium lenses (CRLs).
The beam from the P09 beam line which is located in the same sector as the beamline
P08 runs almost parallel to P08’s beam only separated by 5 mrad. With this setup the
two beam lines would not fit on the same level. Therefore, the beam of P08 is elevated
(1250 mm) to the level of the experiments by a large offset monochromator (LOM)
which consist of two crystals. Depending on energy range a pair of Si(331) or Si(511)
is used.
Throughout the setup the beam position is monitored by beam position monitors
(BPMs). After the LOM the beam enters the hutch through the beam shutter after
which a defining pair of slits is located (sl1). Then, a beam line attenuator (blatt)
follows which consists of an array of absorber foils which can be used to attenuate the
beam. Further CRLs are located behind the beam line attenuator to focus the beam
to the position of the experiment. After a final pair of slits (sl2) a vacuum tube can
be attached which goes through the high resolution diffractometer and connects to the
setup of the LISA diffractometer (see figure 5.1).
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4.2 Sample Environments
To make experiments with mercury possible at the synchrotron special measures have
to be taken. First of all, mercury is hazardous and has to be kept in a safe container.
Second, mercury must be prepared under an inert gas atmosphere or an mercury-oxygen
layer will form. To keep the mercury separated from the surrounding a special sample
environment was developed which allows for simultaneous temperature and potential
control. A schematic is shown in figure 4.2. This sample environment is made out of
stainless steel that can be evacuated and flushed with inert gas (Nitrogen). The mer-
cury is kept inside in a sample cell made from PCTFE. The X-rays can enter through
X-ray penetrable windows. Kapton foil was used for the outer sample environment and
quartz glass for the inner sample cell.
The electrochemical setup used for the experiments carried out in the course of this
thesis is based on a design developed by A. Elsen [11]. It was used for the first atomic
resolution X-ray study of the structure of the mercury-electrolyte interface [29]. It
is a three electrodes configuration [75]. In this setup the hanging electrolyte column
in the electrolyte tube is contacted to the reference electrode a Hg/Hg2SO4 (Schott)
through a salt bridge. This consists of a platinum wire which was heated during
the fusion of the glass parts and which left a small channel after cool down. The
electrolyte comprised of 99.995% pure NaF in Milli-Q water with a concentration of
0.01 M. The PZC of the system against the reference electrode was Φ ≈ −0.85 V. The
counter electrode is a platinum wire in a frit inserted into the electrolyte. The working
electrode is the mercury which is connected with a platinum wire. This design allows
for measuring the X-ray reflectivity of the sample interface under simultaneous control
of the electrochemical potential. The sample environment was designed with electrical
connections and liquid inlets to adapt this electrochemical setup as shown in figure 4.2.
For the temperature dependent measurements, a new sample cell was developed where
a temperature control unit could be placed under the volume of the mercury. The tem-
perature control unit comprises of a Peltier element and a copper cooling block which
is connected to a cooling circuit. It is separated only by about 0.5 mm of PCTFE from
the mercury. The cooling circuit of the temperature control unit can be channeled
trough the top and bottom of the stainless steel cell to provide a homogeneous tem-
perature inside the cell. The temperature can be monitored with two Pt-100 elements.
Since these elements cannot be cleaned to the extend needed (as described in section
4.4), they are placed so that they are separated through as little material as possible
from the mercury and the electrolyte. One Pt-100 element is screwed into the PCTFE
cell and placed as close as possible to the mercury separated with about 0.5 mm of
PCTFE. The second one is sealed inside a small glass tube (which can be cleaned with
caroic acid) and glued with silver glue to its very thin bottom. This is placed directly
into the electrolyte.
In contrast to a solid samples the surface of a liquid sample is defined by gravity and
surface tension. In the case of a droplet gravity pulls the liquid onto a surface and
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Fig. 4.2: Schematic of the electrochemical sample environment comprising of four
main components: 1. Electrochemical setup, 2. temperature control setup,
3. outer sample environment, 4. inner sample cell.
flattens its shape. The final shape can be seen as resulting from a balance of potential
energy and surface energy. If the droplet flattens, the potential energy decreases, but
due to the larger surface, the surface energy increases. This is a greatly simplified
view but the result is that the surface of a sessile drop is always curved and if its size
is increased the curvature of the top of the sessile drop decreases. Also the curvature
increases if the surface tension increases. Although the shape of the mercury is confined
by the sample cell during X-ray measurements, it’s curvature follows the same rules.
To make the sample cell suitable for XDS measurements the diameter of the cell had
to be sufficiently large to achieve a small as possible curvature of the interface. This is
especially important since a curved surface can drastically distort XDS measurements.
At low angles where the foot print of the X-ray beam can become larger than the sample
diameter, scattering from the curved perimeter of the sample can interfere with the
diffuse scattering measurements. This is discussed in section 4.5.4. Unfortunately, by
increasing the diameter of the mercury surface the beam path trough the electrolyte
increases too and intensity will be lost due to absorption in the electrolyte. Here a
compromise between a large as possible size of the surface and a short as possible
beam path had to be found.
In figure 4.3 all important lengths are depicted to elucidate this matter. The curvature
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Fig. 4.3: Schematic of the PCTFE sample cell and the scattered X-ray beam from the
curved mercury-electrolyte interface (see text for details).
of the surface will increase drastically at the perimeter of the sample. The area in the
middle of the sample where the curvature is constant to a certain degree can be viewed
as ”flat” and has the diameter l1. The distance from the cells outer perimeter with
diameter l3 to the beginning of the flat area is l4. The foot print of the beam onto
the sample surface is l2 = δsin(α) which is determined through the beam diameter δ and
the incidence angle α. The path length through the electrolyte is l = l3
cos(α) . Since the
sample cell is designed to be used at a X-ray energy of 25 keV where the scattering
angles are all very small, this can be approximated as l ≈ l3. Therefore the fraction of
the primary intensity I0 which is scattered at the ”flat” surface and attenuated by the
electrolyte is:
I ≈ I0 l3 − 2l4
l2
exp(− l3
h
) (4–1)
h is the absorption length. Therefore, the intensity has its maximum at:
l3 = h + 2l4 (4–2)
This is a upper limit above which no intensity would be gained by increasing the sample
diameter. Of course this is only valid if the foot print is bigger than or as big as the
”flat” area. The largest intensity is achieved when the diameter of the ”flat” area l1 is
as big as one absorption length.
The inner diameter of the sample cell is 51 mm which approximately twice the absorp-
tion length of water. With this the diameter of the ”flat” area was expected to be 13
to 20 mm and therefore less than the optimum of one absorption length. This value
is due to the size of the PCTFE rod from which the sample cell was made, which was
the largest available at the time of the construction of the sample cell.
The systematic measurement series at a potential of −0.85 V and different temperatures
as presented in section 6.6 was done in a sample environment with a design which is
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equivalent to the one described above. The only difference was, that the outer sample
environment was made out of acrylic glass and that the cooling circuit could not be
channeled through the top and the bottom of the cell.
4.3 Experimental Challenges
The temperature range available for the temperature dependent measurements were
limited at low temperatures by the freezing temperature of the electrolyte at 0○C.
Since there was an uncertainty in the temperature as well as huge temperature fluc-
tuations during temperature change the lowest temperature investigated was about
4oC to prevent an accidental freezing of the electrolyte. 40oC was the upper limit.
At this temperature the evaporation rate of the electrolyte is small enough that the
experiments can be carried out before the sample gets unsuitable for a continuation
of the experiments, since at high temperatures the electrolyte evaporates and wets the
inside of the sample environment. First of all, the evaporation causes the electrolyte
volume in the sample cell to decrease. At some point, the reference electrode looses
contact as the electrolyte level gets too low. Also, since the inside of the outer sample
environment cannot be cleaned with caroic acid as well as the wires which connect to
the electrochemical setup and the Pt-100 units, dirt is transported into the PCTFE
cell trough re evaporation or droplet formation and dripping. Furthermore, it had to
be avoided that the mercury vaporizes and condenses inside of the sample environment
and outside of the sample cell.
The reflectivities were measured at potentials between −0.05V and −1.3V . As a clean
sample is necessary to apply a potential in this range, the method for preparing a clean
sample is described in the following section.
Further difficulties arise due to the repeated change of the potential during experiments
which causes bubble formation on the mercury-electrolyte interface. Unfortunately,
these bubbles may move to the center of the interface or to the quartz glass windows.
Both occurrences cause the sample to be unsuitable for a continuation of the measure-
ments as either the surface gets distorted, or the bubbles at the window distort the
reflected beam.
4.4 Sample Preparation
To assure a clean sample the inner PCTFE trough where the sample resides during
the experiment as well as all parts of the assembly which come into contact with either
the mercury or the electrolyte are cleaned in caroic acid (H2SO4 ∶ H2O2, ration 2 ∶ 1)
and rinsed with Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ). Afterward, they are either put in the fume
hood or in an oven to dry. Then the different parts are assembled in a fume hood.
The electrolyte is filled into the electrolyte reservoir. To achieve best cleanliness the
mercury should be cleaned before being filled into the mercury reservoir. For this
three clean glass beakers are needed. With a clean pipette the mercury is poured out
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of the container it was delivered in and into the first glass beaker. This must only
be mercury from the volume, since the surface is where the impurities reside. From
the first beaker the mercury is poured into the next, again only from the volume. A
small portion of the mercury is left over in the first beaker to take on the remaining
impurities. This procedure is repeated to the last beaker. From here it is filled into the
mercury glass reservoir of the assembled sample environment as shown in figure 4.2.
The top of the setup is sealed in a plastic bag which prevents spilling of the mercury
in case of failure of the mercury glass reservoir. Then it is transported to the beam
line where it is mounted on a vibration isolation unit which eliminated all traces of
mechanical vibrations. This reduces noise in the electrochemical measurements, since
the large sample interface is highly susceptible for mechanical vibrations which disturb
the current and voltage measurements and the reflected intensity. Before the mercury
and the electrolyte are filled in, the cell is evacuated and flushed with inert gas to
get rid of the oxygen, water and other impurities which could form a mercury-oxide
layer [28]. In the experiments is was nitrogen with a purity of > 99.9996% as provided
from the gas distribution system of PETRA III. This procedure is repeated at least
three times for at least 20 minutes. During this procedure the electrolyte is bubbled
with inert gas to get rid of the oxygen. Afterward, the mercury is filled into the
bottom of the sample cell. The mercury surface has to touch the rim of the lower
volume of the sample cell to guarantee that no electrolyte can flow down to the bottom
of the sample cell and touch the platinum wire. This would disturb the electrochemical
measurements. Afterward, the sample environment should be flushed with inert gas for
at least 20 minutes again, since during the pouring of the mercury, oxygen can get into
the sample environment. In the next step the electrolyte is inserted. Since evaporation
occurs during measurements the level of the electrolyte is adjusted to be close to the
upper rim of the sample cell. Afterward, the electrolyte column has to be checked for
bubbles which would prevent the connection of the reference electrode to the setup.
With this setup the sample is held clean for several days which is confirmed through
electrochemical measurements. Cyclic voltammetry measurements [37] were carried out
to control if the interface was free of oxygen or other impurities which could distort
the electrochemical double layer. In figure 4.4 a cyclic voltammetry measurement is
shown for a clean interface.
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Fig. 4.4: Cyclic voltammetry measurement from the beam time in March of 2013. The
current is almost constant in the range from -1.1 V to -0.4 V, which shows
that no adsorption or desorption of impurities occur. The data is averaged
over several cycles.
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4.5 X-Ray Scattering Measurements
The main goal of this thesis was to resolve the structure of the interface between
mercury and a diluted sodium fluoride solution down to the atomic length scale with
X-ray scattering methods and to identify the cause of the deviating roughness behavior
[28,29]. This is explicated in more detail in section 6.2. For this, X-ray reflectivity and
X-ray diffuse scattering measurements were carried out as a function of temperature
and potential. Due to the reciprocal nature of X-ray scattering experiments, a qz
region of up to 2.5 A˚−1 had to be covert with the measurements to resolve the period
length of the mercury surface layering which is about 2.74 A˚. The used experimental
methods will be described in the following. It is explained which measures have to
be taken to make the data ready for analysis. These measures arise partly due to the
instrumentation and partly due to the special geometry of the sample.
4.5.1 Basic Principles
Fig. 4.5: Scattering geometry for a vertical aligned 1D detector. The incident beam
hits the sample under the incidence angle α. The specular reflectivity is
reflected under an angle β = α. At angles β +∆β ≠ α intensity is diffusely
scattered at the lateral roughness of the surface.
If the beam hits the sample it is reflected under an exiting angle β = α. As described
in section 3.6, diffuse scattered intensity is also found at angles β ≠ α and also at
azimuthal angles θ ≠ 0. The scattered intensity is collected by a detector. For the
experiments presented in section 6.6 a vertically aligned Mythen 1K detector was used,
which is a multi channel detector with 1280 channels. The arrangement of sample and
detector can be see in figure 4.5. The recorded spectrum is equal to a β scan of a point
detector. Therefore, both the qz and the qy coordinates vary over the range of the 1D
detector.
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4.5.2 Reflectivity Measurements
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Fig. 4.6: a) Reflectivity data of the mercury-electrolyte interface at a temperature of
4oC and a potential of Φ = −0.35 V when the corrections mentioned in
the text are applied. b) The Reflectivity divided by the theoretical Fresnel
reflectivity. The peak at low angles is due to the perimeter scattering as
explained in section 4.5.4.
To record a reflectivity curve from the mercury-electrolyte interface, individual points
are recorded at different qz values in the range from 0-2.5 A˚−1. The recorded spectrum
of each individual point (as shown in figure 4.7) is integrated over a certain number
of channels centered symmetrically around the specular peak. The reflectivity of the
mercury-electrolyte interface varies about eight orders of magnitude over the recorded
qz range. Since the Mythen 1K detector should only be operated at a level of 200000
counts per second [76] to prevent non linear behavior in the counting rate and beam
damage, the beam which contains up to 1011 photons per second has to be attenuated
at low incidence angles where the reflected intensity is high. For that an absorber wheel
is used which can attenuate the beam by several orders of magnitude. The absorber
has several absorption position. To account for possible errors in the absorption factors
at least three reflectivity points have been recorded two times with both absorption
factors when a change of absorption factors occurred. This was necessary as in some
cases a clear offset between these measurements with consecutive absorber factors was
visible, leading to the suggestion that the absorber correction was flawed. This may
be due to a shift in position of the beam relative to the position of the absorber when
the incidence angle is changed, which may occur if the alignment of the diffractometer
is not good enough, or if the beam line beam shifts its position after the alignment.
If the offset occurred, the proportion of points measured at the same qz was taken
and with the mean value every point after the absorber change was corrected. An
unfortunate side effect of this method was, that the primary beam correction described
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in section 9.3 did not work properly. Some measured reflectivities reached a value
of two instead of one at the position of qz = 0. To account for this, the points of
the reflectivity curves were multiplied with a factor Amp0 which was allowed to vary
during the fitting process. The consequences will be explained in more detail in section
6.13.1.
At high qz values the penetration depth of the X-ray radiation is large enough that it
is scattered by the bulk of the sample. The bulk scattering is peaked approximately at
the same position in reciprocal space, where the main feature of the layered surface, the
pseudo-Bragg peak, is located. This is shown in figure 4.6 a). Since the bulk scattering
is proportional to ∣q∣, background intensity can be recorded by offsetting the detector
about the azimuthal angle θ. This way ∣q∣ varies only slightly and the small offset can
be neglected. Values for the offset angle are given in section 6.6. The detector is offset
to both sides of the specular signal and the mean value of the background intensities
(Ib1, Ib2) is subtracted from the specular intensity (Is) (after applying the correction
described in section 9.3):
I = Is − (Ib1 + Ib2)/2 (4–3)
This way possible asymmetries in the background due to scattering at the kapton or
quartz glass windows or a different length of the beam path through the electrolyte are
accounted for.
If all corrections are applied the final reflectivity shows clearly the pseudo-Bragg peak
at high angles. An example is shown in figure 4.6 a). The analysis took place by fitting∣φ(qz)∣2 to the reflectivity divided by the theoretical Fresnel reflectivity. In figure 4.6 b)
the data is plotted in the form R
RF
. In this representation of the data small deviations
from the Fresnel reflectivity can be identified.
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4.5.3 Diffuse Scattering Measurements
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Fig. 4.7: Mythen intensity over detector channel. After the background subtraction,
only the surface diffuse scattering remains.
To record the diffuse scattering, measurements have to be carried out at the condition
α ≠ β or θ ≠ 0. For the main measurements of this thesis the Mythen 1D-detector was
employed. Equipped with such a detector it would be favorable to measure the diffuse
scattering along the qx direction (horizontal alignment of the detector) since here the
qz coordinate of the detector channels would not change. This has the advantage that∣φ(qz)∣2 would be constant, which otherwise has to be extracted from reflectivity mea-
surements at the same temperature and potential. Also a much larger qxy area would
be covert in one measurement point, as the qx area in a horizontal alignment is much
larger than the qy area in the vertical alignment of the detector. Additionally, a back-
ground measurement would not be necessary since for the background correction the
intensity at large qx-values could be used. Unfortunately the intensity measured along
the qx coordinate is not diffuse scattered intensity from the lateral inhomogeneities of
the sample but due to the diffuse intensity halo surrounding the primary beam (see
chapter 7). This diffuse halo obscures the surface diffuse scattering in the qx direction.
Due to this fact only measurements along the qy direction where used. Here the shape
of the primary beam still changes the shape of the diffuse scattering from the sample,
but this can be accounted for by convolution of the theoretical data with the shape
of the primary beam in the qy-direction. Since the same geometry was used as for
the reflectivity measurements, the same procedure was used for recording the diffuse
scattering data as for recording a single reflectivity point. Only the counting time
was substantially higher to get better statistics in the diffuse scattering wings. The
background correction was also at the same azimuthal offset as the reflectivity points.
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The background subtraction is shown exemplary for a diffuse scattering measurement
in figure 4.7.
4.5.4 Sample Perimeter Scattering
Fig. 4.8: The primary beam shape is shown on the right side. The diffuse halo is
scattered at the perimeter of the sample under angle β′ < β. Due to this cir-
cumstance, the reflectivity is higher as for the central peak, which is reflected
under an angle β = α.
As described in the preceding section, the primary beam is surrounded by a halo
of diffuse intensity. This intensity is scattered under more shallow angles than the
incidence angle α at the perimeter of the sample which is closer to the detector, since
the curvature of the sample increases at this point. This is shown schematically in
figure 4.8. Since the reflectivity increases at lower angles, the intensity of the diffuse
halo which is reflected from the perimeter increases. This causes a second peak to evolve
as shown in figure 4.9. This has a great similarity to the Yoneda wing. But this second
peak is at much lower angles and also changes angular position with changing incidence
angle which is not expected for the Yoneda wing. The second peaks intensity actually
obscures the Yoneda wing, as can be seen in figure 4.9. Therefore, it is advisable to
collect the data at larger incidence angles where this effect is smaller. In section 6.6
it is described, that the diffuse scattering at qz = 0.3 A˚−1 shows a difference if the
intensity above or below the specular condition is compared, which is most likely due
to the perimeter scattering. Therefore, this data has only been described qualitatively
and for the quantitative analysis diffuse scattering measurements at qz = 0.9 A˚−1 have
been used, where this effect can be neglected. Furthermore, at incidence angles which
are above but near the critical angle, the second peak gets in the interval over which
is integrated to produce the reflectivity as explained in section 4.5.2. This causes the
R/RF curve as shown in figure 4.6 b) to peak at this angles to values above one. Since it
is not easily corrected and occurs in all data sets, only the reflectivities above qz > 2×qc
were fitted as described in section 6.13.1.
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Fig. 4.9: Several Mythen spectra are shown. The position of the critical angle αc is
shown. Here the Yoneda wing should be visible in the diffuse scattering but
is obscured by the intensity of the diffuse halo from the primary beam which
is scattered at the perimeter of the sample (perimeter scattering). Above an
incidence angle α (position of the specular intensity) of over 0.5 degree, the
Yoneda wing is clearly visible at the expected angle.
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5 A novel X-ray diffractometer for studies of liquid-
liquid interfaces
Part of the thesis was the improvement of the LISA diffractometer. In the following
publication the instruments principle of operation is explained, the experimental set-up
and the diffractometer alignment as well as its performance are described and example
measurements are shown. Additional information on the LISA beam path is given in
section 5.1 and in section 5.2 a graphical user interface for data extraction is described.
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5.1 Additional Information on LISA Beam Path
Fig. 5.1: An overview of the main modules of the LISA diffractometer. The X-ray
beam is coming from the right. The vacuum tube is the same element as in
figure 4.1.
The initial beam size is defined by a pair of horizontal and vertical slits (monochromator
slits ms). Then the intensity is monitored via a scattering foil and X-ray diode setup
(det). The beam then enters the rotating beam tilter (rotation mchi), hits the first
monochromator crystal (Si(111)) and is diffracted towards the second crystal (Si(220)).
For alignment purpose the intensity is monitored by an ion chamber (ion1). From the
second crystal the beam is diffracted towards the sample. To cut out diffuse intensity
around the beam a sample slit (sample slit ss) is positioned behind the second crystal.
After that an ion chamber (ion2) and a diamond diode (dia) monitor the intensity.
The diamond diode is a four quadrant diode an can also be used to monitor the position
of the beam if special conditions are met (e.g. beam size and intensity). Before the
beam hits the sample it is attenuated by an absorber wheel (abs). The sample position
can be changed laterally (via sx, sy and sz) or by rotating around the vertical axis
(sphi). The sample stage can be aligned with respect to the beam tilter (salign) and
the detector stage with respect to the sample stage (dalign). From the sample the
beam is scattered towards the detector. The detector (Mythen 1K) is mounted on the
detector stage and can be changed in position (via drot, dh and dtth) to measure
the scattered intensity. The acceptance of the detector can be defined by a pair of slits
(ds1) and a vertical slit (ds2).
5.2 Data Extraction
The LISA diffractometer is controlled with the software Spec (Certified Scientific Soft-
ware), which stores the data of the measurements in a text file. For the data analysis
the software Matlab (MathWorks) was used. To import the data into the workspace
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Fig. 5.2: An overview of the GUI for data extraction and simple plotting as described
in the text.
of Matlab, a function was written which was implemented in a graphical user interface
(GUI). This GUI is used during beam times to provide the LISA users with an easy
way to view and extract the data and with a method of data correction for a typical
reflectivity experiment as described in the following. The GUI can be seen in figure
5.2.
The GUI was created with the GUI design environment of Matlab (GUIDE). With this
GUI, the current data file can be imported (load button) during the experiments. The
data is stored in a single Matlab object, which can be accessed in the Matlab work
space. As new scans are written into the data file, they can be appended to the Matlab
object (reload button), which avoids reloading of the whole data file which can take
up to several minutes if it contains long scans. The data can either be processed from
the created Matlab object, as it is the case for the analysis in this thesis, or directly
plotted from the GUI.
The GUI provides several panels, which show the counters listed in the data file. These
can be selected as x-axis, y-axis and monitor. With the plot button a plot of the monitor
corrected y-axis over the x-axis is produced (see section 9.3). If the data was collected
at individual qz values with a scan which contains three data point, in the following
order:
Background 1, Specular , Background 2
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the background can automatically be subtracted by selecting the ”bean” option in
the ”Plot” panel. An absorber correction, primary beam correction (see section 9.3),
and an geometrical correction which accounts for a footprint which is larger than the
sample, can be applied to the data. These corrections, along with the background and
monitor correction can be individually switched on or off in the ”Corrections” panel.
In the panel ”Fresnel”, it can be selected to plot a Fresnel reflectivity in addition to the
data and to plot the data as R/RF . If the ”Mythen” panel is selected, the full spectra
of the Mythen are plotted instead of the selected y-axis. In the ”Plot” panel, the axis
of the plot can be manipulated. With the ”Export” button, the selected x-axis, y-axis
and monitor-axis can be exported to the Matlab work space in a simple matrix form.
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6 Temperature and Potential Dependent Structure
of the Mercury-Electrolyte Interface
In the following a script is presented which was prepared for publication. It includes
the results of the systematical temperature and potential dependent X-ray reflectivity
and X-ray diffuse scattering study of the mercury-electrolyte(0.01 M NaF) interface
structure [77].
6.1 Abstract
The atomic-scale structure of the mercury-electrolyte(0.01 M NaF) interface was stud-
ied as a function of temperature and potential by X-ray reflectivity and X-ray diffuse
scattering measurements. The capillary wave contribution is determined and isolated
giving access to the intrinsic electron density profile at the interface, specifically the
surface layering in the Hg phase. A temperature dependent roughness anomaly known
from the Hg surface is seen to persist at the Hg-electrolyte interface. Additionally,
a temperature dependence of the layering period was discovered. Furthermore, it is
shown that with a change in potential the surface structure broadens towards the
electrolyte.
6.2 Introduction
Mercury is a members of the fascinating group of liquid metals which melt at or slightly
above room temperature [78]. As liquids, their surfaces are governed by capillary
waves (CW), which are driven by thermal energy. But liquid metals do stand out from
most simple liquids, besides being metallic conductors, as they exhibit an intriguing
characteristic structure near the surface, in which the atoms are stratified in atomic
layers with periodicity d.
First theoretic models assumed that the special nature of liquid metals, which can be
viewed as a two-fluid system composed of charged ions and conduction electrons, is
responsible for this phenomenon. The inherent abrupt change in electron density at
the surface could act as a confining wall and consequently induce the layering [13].
This so called surface layering was verified at the free liquid Hg surface by X-ray reflec-
tivity (XRR) measurements [15]. Subsequent experimental studies demonstrated such
layering also for other liquid metals [16–21] and liquid metal alloys [22–27]. In later the-
oretical works the monopoly of liquid metals for this phenomenon was questioned and
a layered surfaces was assumed for all liquid surfaces at low enough temperatures [42].
Although in most cases freezing frustrates surface layering, it could be demonstrated at
the surface of the nonmetallic liquid tetrakis(2-ethylhexoxy)silane [44]. Surface layering
can be modeled by a so called distorted crystal model (DCM), developed by Magnussen
et al. [15,28]. According to this model, surface layering manifests as a weak maximum
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at qz values near 2pi/d (pseudo-Bragg peak) in the XRR which is in agreement with
the experimental observations.
Although the first liquid metal studied, the surface of liquid Hg is still an exception
under the liquid metal systems, as the DCM paired with CW theory is not sufficient
for the description of its surface. The reflectivity of the liquid Hg surface exhibits an
additional intensity dip in the region of qz < 1.5 A˚−1 (i.e., below the pseudo-Bragg peak)
and the surface roughness is found to grow faster with temperature than expected by
CW theory [28], which otherwise sufficiently describes the thermal behavior of gal-
lium [69]. The additional intensity dip was also found at the interface between Hg and
an electrolyte [29,30]. The potential dependent surface roughness of the Hg-electrolyte
interface exhibits a minimum, which is shifted relative to the position expected by
CW theory [29]. The Hg-electrolyte interface is a central model system in interfa-
cial electrochemistry and played a major role in the development of the theory of the
electrochemical double layer [33–36]. Because this liquid-liquid system provides an
atomically smooth, defect-free interface, it remains of considerable importance for fun-
damental studies of electrochemical interfaces and adsorption phenomena, both from
experimental and theoretical points of view. For example, the Hg-electrolyte system
is capable of growing group-IV semiconductors [79] or single-unit-cell-thick crystalline
adlayers [80] on it’s interface. However, X-ray scattering experiments on liquid inter-
faces are experimentally very challenging and data on the atomic-scale structure is still
scarce. Former structural investigations were mainly restricted to the determination of
structural mean values besides the mentioned pronounced temperature and potential
dependencies of the surface and interface roughness.
Here, open questions remain. First of all, can the two phenomena at the Hg surface,
the modified electron density shape and the deviant temperature dependent roughness,
be related to each other and to surface tension and does the temperature dependence
of the surface roughness occur at the Hg-electrolyte interface as well?
To tackle these questions, we present a detailed experimental study of the temperature
and potential dependent structure of the interface between liquid Hg and a sodium
fluoride (0.01 M) solution. The orthogonal electron density structure was resolved by
XRR measurements. To exclude, that the temperature and potential dependencies are
model dependent side effects of the modifications made to the DCM, two different,
physically motivated variants were used. In addition, first systematic X-ray diffuse
scattering (XDS) measurements from a liquid metal - liquid electrolyte interface were
carried out providing in situ surface tension measurements for the system.
6.3 Theory
The scattering geometry of a reflectivity is shown in figure 6.1. In the following, to
describe the Hg-electrolyte interface, we consider the case of reflectivity measurements
from a laterally rough sample with an orthogonal structured electron density. Supposed
the structure in orthogonal direction z at a position rxy on the surface is described by
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Fig. 6.1: Scattering geometry. kin and kout are the wave vectors of the incoming and
scattered X-rays. α and β are the incidence and exiting angles. θ is the
azimuthal angle. Specular intensity is collected at θ = 0, background intensity
at θ ≠ 0. qz (with magnitude qz = 2piλ (sin(α)+sin(β))) is the orthogonal and
qxy (with magnitude qxy = 2piλ √cos2(α) + cos2(β) − 2 cos(α) cos(β) cos θ) the
parallel part of the scattering vector q=kout-kin relative to the sample surface.
the electron density ρ(z), and the lateral surface structure is described by the height
profile h(rxy) [49, 56]. Then, the total electron density is given by ρ(z − h(rxy)). This
is a good description for the interface, if density fluctuations on the length scale of
the inter-atomic distance are neglected [17]. For the hypothetical case, where specular
and diffuse intensity can be separated, the deviation of the measured reflectivity R(qz)
from the Fresnel reflectivity of a perfectly flat interface RF (qz) is described within the
kinematical approximation [49]:
R(qz)
RF (qz) = ∣φ(qz)∣2 exp(−q2zσ2rms) (6–1)
with:
∣φ(qz)∣2 = ∣ 1
ρHg − ρH2O ∫ dzdρ(z)dz exp(iqzz)∣
2
(6–2)
φ(qz) is the surface structure factor and σ2rms = ⟨h(0)2⟩ the rms roughness give by
the height-height correlation function of the height profile. ρHg and ρH2O are the
bulk electron densities of the two liquid phases. The kinematical approximation is
valid in most cases for qz > 3 − 4 qc which is the critical scattering vector for total
external reflection [48]. In the case of liquid surfaces, where the specular and diffuse
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scattering cannot be separated, the diffuse scattering which arrives at the detector has
to be considered. Since this intensity increases the reflectivity signal in addition to the
specular signal, the measured CW roughness σCW , is less than σrms [49]. The total
scattering can be described by a differential scattering cross section of the form [17,81]:
1
A0
(dσ
dΩ
) = (qc
2
)4 T (α)T (β)
4 sin(α)q2z ∣φ(qz)∣2
ηq
−η
max
2piq2−ηxy
(6–3)
Where T (α) and T (α) are the transmission coefficients for incoming and scattered
beam respectively, leading to an increase of the diffuse intensity at the critical angle
known as the Yoneda wing [63]. qmax = 2pi2a is in order of the inter-atomic distance
a and marks the upper wave vector cutoff in the capillary wave spectrum. A0 is
the illuminated area. The exponent η = kBT
2piγ
q2z depends on surface tension γ and
temperature T (in Kelvin). kB is the Boltzmann constant. The reflectivity is obtained
by integrating 1
A0
( dσ
dΩ
) over the projection of the detector resolution on the qxy-plane
[49]:
R(qz)
RF (qz) = ∣φ(qz)∣2 η2piqηmax ∬
∆qxy
1
q
2−η
xy
dqxy (6–4)
= ∣φ(qz)∣2 exp(−q2zσCW (∆qxy)2) (6–5)
In contrast to most solid surfaces the XDS resulting from a liquid surface has a peak at
the specular position. This is due to the long range correlations of the capillary waves
which form the lateral roughness [17, 81]. For this reason, special precautions have to
be taken in the analysis of the specular intensity measured in a XRR experiment be-
cause specular and diffuse intensity cannot be distinguished with realistic experimental
resolution.
6.4 Distorted Crystal Model
Within the distorted crystal model the layering of the liquid metal surfaces is described
by a stack of layers with constant spacing d which broaden into the direction of the
bulk, forming a decaying density oscillation which asymptotically approaches the bulk
density of Hg ρHg [15]. Quantitatively, the width of the n-th layer (with n=0 denoting
the surface layer) is chosen as σn =√nσ2b + σ2i where σi is an intrinsic width, common
to all layers and σb describes the decaying of the layering towards the bulk providing
an analytic solution of equation 6–2 [15, 28]. The anomalous surface layering of Hg
may be accounted for in two different ways. First, with the adlayer model, which is
commonly used in experimental studies [15, 28–30] and was suggested by the earliest
simulations [14]. Here, a simple Gaussian term with density ρad and width σad is placed
at a position zad some Angstroms above the DCM surface layer, resulting in an electron
density profile ρ(z) along the z coordinate orthogonal to the surface:
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Fig. 6.2: Comparison of the interface region of the adlayer (red) and first-layer (black)
model. a) Surface structure factor fit to data, b) corresponding electron
density.
ρ(z) = ∞∑
n=0
d
ρHg
σn
√
2pi
exp(−(z − nd)2
2σ2n
)
+d0 ρad
σad
√
2pi
exp(−(z − zad)2
2σ2ad
)
+ρH2O
2
(1 − erf(z − zH2O
σH2O
√
2
)) (6–6)
With d0 = 1 A˚. Newer simulations do not suggest an adlayer [70, 71] but rather a
modified first layer [31]. This modification is implemented by starting the sum at n = 1
and describing the Hg surface layer by a Gaussian layer with density ρfi at position
zfi near z = 0 A˚. This model will be called the first-layer model in the following. The
width is confined to σi, as fitting with an individual width causes unphysical results
for this parameter (values at or near zero). The resulting electron density is:
⟨ρ(z)⟩ = ∞∑
n=1
d
ρHg
σn
√
2pi
exp(−(z − nd)2
2σ2n
)
+d ρfi
σi
√
2pi
exp(−(z − zfi)2
2σ2i
)
+ρH2O
2
(1 − erf(z − zH2O
σH2O
√
2
)) (6–7)
For both models the layers of the DCM and the ad- or first layer are convoluted with the
normalized Fourier transformation of the form factor of a Hg atom [28]. The electrolyte
phase is modeled as an error function positioned at zH2O with the density ρH2O. The
width σH2O was not included in the fitting process, as varying this parameter has near
to no influence on the reflectivity shape and additionally would produce unphysical fit
results (values at or near zero).
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The physical difference between the two models is illustrated exemplarily in figure 6.2.
Obviously, the different electron densities produce almost identical surface structure
factors over the experimentally accessible qz range. Although the two models are
mathematically similar, since with appropriately chosen parameters the adlayer model
could mimic the first-layer model (shifted by d), it will be shown that the different
limitations in parameter space will result in model dependent preferences in single
parameters.
6.5 Sample
The cell was developed to allow in situ X-ray scattering studies of the Hg-electrolyte
interface as well as parallel electrochemical and temperature measurements.The elec-
trochemical cell is based on a previous room temperature design [29,80]. It includes a
PCTFE trough, in which the sample resides during the experiments. The X-ray beam
enters and leaves the cell through 0.1 mm thick glass windows. The temperature was
measured with two Pt-100 elements.One was within the PCTFE cell and separated
from the Hg by only 0.5 mm PCTFE, the other was embedded in a glass tube and in-
serted into the electrolyte, positioned ≈ 5 mm above the interface. For the temperature
of the interface the mean value of the two measured temperatures was taken. Heat-
ing and cooling of the sample was performed with a Peltier element underneath the
sample trough, which was mounted on a water cooled copper block. Using this setup
the temperature was controlled within ±0.5oC (accuracy limited by the experimental
setup) by a Lakeshore Model 340 temperature controller, operated in closed loop.
All parts of the assembly which come into contact with the Hg or the electrolyte were
cleaned in Caro’s acid (H2SO5) and rinsed with Milli-Q water. The PCTFE trough is
placed into an tightly sealed stainless steel cell which was filled with nitrogen gas of
high purity (> 99.9996%) before filling Hg and the electrolyte into the cell. The latter
was done via glass tubes from reservoirs, located above the cell.
All studies in this work were performed in 0.01 M NaF electrolyte, prepared from
99.995% pure NaF and Milli-Q water. The potential was controlled with a potentio-
stat (Solartron, Modulab) and a Hg/Hg2SO4 reference electrode (Schott). Differential
capacitance measurements indicated that the potential of zero charge (PZC) of the
system was ΦPZC ≈ −0.85 V, in good agreement with the literature [46].
6.6 Measurements
The experiments were carried out at a X-ray energy of 25 keV at the high resolution
beamline P08 [82] of the PETRA III synchrotron source at DESY (Hamburg, Germany)
using the LISA liquid surface diffractometer [11]. Due to the special geometry of the
diffractometer, the sample does not need to move during a change of the incidence
angle [11]. Additionally, the entire setup was mounted on an active vibration isolation
unit (Table Stable Ltd., TS-150). A vertically oriented Mythen 1K detector with 1280
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Fig. 6.3: XRR measurements of the interface between liquid Hg and 0.01 M NaF at
potentials of a) −0.85 V and c) −0.35 V and different temperatures between
4oC to 40oC. Curves have been shifted for clarity. Solid lines are fits of the
individual data by the first-layer model. The dashed lines are the results from
the simultaneous fitting method with the first-layer model. b) and d) Height
of the pseudo-Bragg peak from the measured reflectivities in a) and c).
separate channels was employed [83]. This allowed simultaneous measurement of a
range of exit angles with a resolution of ∼ 4.4 ⋅ 10−5 rad.
XRR and XDS data were taken in the geometry shown in figure 6.1, but for better
statistics the counting time was increased in the XDS measurements. The background
due to the electrolyte and the Hg bulk scattering was measured with the detector at
angles ∆θ of ±1.2 ⋅ 10−3 rad (figure 6.3 a)) or ±8.7 ⋅ 10−3 rad (figure 6.3 c) and 6.4 a)),
and subtracted from the specular signal. The incidence slits were optimized to keep
the illuminated area within the flat part of the Hg sample. The horizontal detector
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Fig. 6.4: a) XRR measurements at a temperature of 4oC and different potentials be-
tween −1.3 V to −0.05 V . b) The corresponding electron densities, obtained
from best fits of the individual data by the first-layer model (shown in a)
as solid lines). Curves have been shifted for clarity. The thin vertical line
indicates the shift in the minimum of R/RF at low qz. The dashed lines are
the results from the simultaneous fitting method with the first-layer model.
c) Height of the pseudo-Bragg peak from the measured reflectivities in a).
slit was set to 8.8 ⋅ 10−4 rad, a virtual vertical detector slit could be chosen due to the
vertical aligned Mythen detector. All XRR data are presented as ∣φ(qz)∣2 curves, i.e.,
as reflectivities normalized to the Fresnel reflectivity.
To measure the temperature dependent behavior of the Hg-electrolyte interface two
series of temperature dependent XRR curves were recorded between 4oC and 40oC at
the potentials −0.85 V, i.e., the PZC, and −0.35 V, respectively. A selection of R/RF
curves can be seen in figure 6.3 a) and c). In figure 6.3 b) and d) the height of the
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Fig. 6.5: a) XDS measurements a qz = 0.3 A˚−1 and b) extracted I(qxy) dependence
of liquid Hg in 0.01 M NaF (for clarity the curves are offset by a factor of
10−4). The curves have been normalized by the integrated intensity of the
specular peak at qz = 0.3 A˚−1. Inset: Magnification of the Yoneda wings at
qxy ≈ 10−3. c-e) Integrated intensity (qxy = (8.59 ± 0.23) ⋅ 10−2 A˚−1) of the
Yoneda wings.
pseudo-Bragg peak of all measured R/RF curves is plotted as a function of temperature.
As can be seen, the height increases towards lower temperatures, as expected due to
the lowering of the CW roughness.
The potential dependent behavior was characterized by a series of data recorded at
potentials between −0.05 V and −1.3 V at T ≈ 4oC (figure 6.4 a)). Here, the maximum
height for the pseudo-Bragg peak is found at −0.47 V (figure 6.4 c)), similar to findings
by Elsen et al. at room temperature [29]. The almost identical slopes of the temper-
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ature dependent data (figure 6.3 b) and d) ) suggest, that this shift is constant over
the whole temperature range measured. Additionally, as can be seen in figure 6.4 a),
the minimum in the R/RF curves shifts to higher qz values with increasing potential
(as indicated by the thin black line). This indicates a systematical modification of the
near interface region.
Directly after each XRR, XDS measurements were carried out under identical condi-
tions (i.e., at same T and Φ). A typical XDS measurement at qz = 0.3 A˚−1 is shown
in figure 6.5 a) and a series of XDS measurement as a function of qxy in figure 6.5 b).
The shape of the central peak at qxy ≤ 5 ⋅ 10−5 A˚−1 is determined by the shape of the
incident X-ray beam. At larger qxy all measurements show the expected capillary wave
power law behavior. The small peaks at qxy ≈ 10−3 A˚−1 are the Yoneda wings, where
β = αc with αc being the critical angle of total external reflection. The peaks exhibit
clear changes with temperature and potential (figure 6.5 b), inset), although these
effects are small. To illustrate these changes, the integrated intensity of the Yoneda
wing in the XDS data, normalized by the integrated intensity of the central peak at
qxy = 0 are plotted as a function of temperature and potential in figure 6.5 c-e. A linear
thermal behavior can be seen. This is in agreement with the thermal behavior of the
pseudo-Bragg peak. Towards higher temperatures the diffuse scattering increases. The
potential dependent behavior shows a parabolic form as expected, which is shifted to
more positive potentials as it is the case with the pseudo-Bragg peak height. However,
the minimum is only at a potential of Φ = −0.53 V and the shift is considerably smaller
if the diffuse scattering at negative qxy values is examined. A quantitative analysis will
be shown in the following.
6.7 Analysis
The individual R/RF curves were fitted with equation 6–4 by varying the structural
parameters of the electron density (adlayer model : σi, d, σb, σad, ρad, zad, zH2O. First-
layer model : σi, d, σb, ρfi, zfi, zH2O). The intensity with the background subtracted
was taken into account. Since the fitting process includes up to seven parameters, pos-
sible interdependencies have to be accounted for. This has been discussed in detail in a
previous study [20]. If parameters are interdependent, they can take on different values
which produce identical reflectivity curves (within the error bars). This uncertainty
can obscure linear trends on temperature and potential in the fit results. Fixing one of
the parameters can reduce the error. But this will prevent a possible T or Φ dependent
behavior in this parameter from showing up, and possibly distort T or Φ dependence
of other parameters. To account for that, we analyzed the correlations between the
structural parameters.
If the relation between interdependent parameters is linear, they will show a high
correlation coefficient [84]. This can also be caused by two parameters which increase
or decrease linear with T or Φ. To distinguish both effect, we took advantage of
the vertically oriented one-dimensional multichannel detector. By choosing different
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amounts of detector channels for the integration of the specular signal, which could
be done after the experiment, up to 40 different virtual reflectivities were generated
from one individual reflectivity recorded at specific T and Φ. The different integration
ranges were accounted for by an accordingly chosen ∆qxy as in equation 6–5.
After fitting all virtual reflectivities, scatter plots for all possible combinations of two fit
parameters were created from the fit results. Careful examination showed, that indeed
all significant correlations between the parameters can be assigned to a similar reaction
on the external system variables T and Φ (for details see supporting information).
In a first step we accounted for this by fitting the scatter plots and applying the
obtained linear relation between parameters to the fits of the reflectivities. This way,
the T and Φ dependent behavior is preserved, whereas the uncertainty in the fit results
should be reduced. With this method, only collective results for the T and Φ dependent
measurements could be obtained.
We accounted for this by including an linear temperature and potential behavior a
priori in an advanced fitting routine. All reflectivity curves obtained at a fixed poten-
tial Φ = −0.35 V or fixed temperature T = 4oC (figure 6.3 c) and 6.4 a)) were fitted
simultaneously and every structural parameter is described as a linear function on T
and Φ of the form:
P (T,Φ) = P0 − PΦΦ + PTT (6–8)
The series of measurements at Φ = −0.85 V were omitted from this analysis, because of
the smaller ∆θ offset used for background subtraction, which makes a consistent fitting
with the other data difficult. In this method, the number of structural parameters used
to fit the entire data set can be reduced to three times the number employed for the fit
of an individual reflectivity. This results in a much more robust fitting behavior and
lower errors. Hereby, separated T and Φ dependent behavior can be identified.
To access the surface tension of the Hg-electrolyte interface, equation 6–3 was inte-
grated over the size of the individual detector channels and the result was convoluted
with the shape of the primary beam, which was measured before the XDS measure-
ments. This has been fitted to the recorded XDS data. To increase the quality of the
results, a similar approach has been applied as with the reflectivities. Here, several
channels have been binned to create a coarser data sampling. As seen in in figure 6.5
b), the central peak of the XDS measurements can be distorted. A coarser sampling
compensates for such distortions. From the results of different sampling rates the mean
values have been taken.
6.8 Results
For the systematical fitting of the XRR data, each data set was fitted independently
with different integration ranges as described above. Both the adlayer and the first-
layer model were used for fitting. The results for σi are shown in 6.6 b) for comparison.
The presented values are the mean values over the different integration ranges.
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Fig. 6.6: a) Plot of the surface tension γ extracted from XDS measurements at qz = 0.9
A˚−1. The blue dashed lines correspond to the electrochemical data from [46].
b) Results of the reflectivity fits for the parameter σi, averaged over the
different virtual detector resolutions. Black: adlayer model. Red: first-
layer model. Lines are linear fits. c-e) Results of the data analysis, where
the correlations between the parameters are taken into account, averaged
over the different virtual detector resolutions. The temperature and potential
dependence of the remaining free parameters within the adlayer model (black)
and the first layer model (red) can be seen. Lines are linear fits.
For the XDS fits the value of ∣φ(qz)∣2 was taken from fits of the associated reflectivity
were the value of γ was set to the literature values [46]. For quantitative fitting, XDS
measurements taken at a qz = 0.9 A˚−1 were used, so that small angle effects could be
neglected. The resulting surface tension obtained is shown in figure 6.6 a). It is in
reasonable agreement with the electrochemical measurements from Ref. [46]. Iterative
fitting, where these surface tension values were reapplied to the reflectivity fits, did not
increase the quality of results.
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adlayer
P P0 ±99% PΦ ± 99% PT ± 99%
σi 0.122 0.020 0.183 0.072 0.0051 0.0024
d 2.726 0.012 -0.021 0.025 0.0023 0.0009
σb 0.425 0.008 0.069 0.028 0.0009 0.0007
σad 1.111 0.143 0.559 0.498 0.0039 0.0225
ρad 0.401 0.085 0.223 0.291 0.0016 0.0018
zad -3.141 0.188 -0.025 0.218 -0.0001 0.0045
first-layer
P P0 ±99% PΦ ± 99% PT ± 99%
σi 0.170 0.033 0.224 0.086 0.0040 0.0035
d 2.702 0.016 -0.005 0.029 0.0020 0.0014
σb 0.406 0.015 0.007 0.029 0.0009 0.0008
ρfi 0.910 0.008 0.038 0.023 -0.0001 0.0004
zfi -0.119 0.014 -0.073 0.038 -0.0002 0.0008
Tab. 6.I: Results of the simultaneous fitting of all reflectivities for both electron density
models. The error is the 99% confidence bound given by the fit routine (MATLAB
2013a). Only for the parameters shown in bold are the values within these errors ≠ 0.
From linear fits of the above described scatter plots the following relations could be
established:
zad (σad) = −0.53 ⋅ σad − 2.34 A˚
ρad (σad) = (0.19 ⋅ σad/A˚ + 0.27)ρHg
In a similar way, for the first-layer model the relation
zfi (ρfi) = (−1.68 ⋅ ρfi/ρHg + 1.4) A˚
These relations were fixed during the following XRR fitting procedure, reducing the
number of free parameters that describe the adlayer or the first-layer to one. The
parameters for which no such relations were indicated in the scatter plots were fixed to
their mean values (see supporting information). After this procedure the remaining fit
parameters σi, σad and ρfi reveal a clear linear behavior on temperature and potential
(figure 6.6 c-e)). The fitted curves can be seen in figure 6.3 a) and c) and 6.4 a).
It has to be pointed out, that this behavior was not assumed a priori, since no relation
between the already temperature and potential dependent intrinsic roughness σi and
the parameters σad or ρfi was included. The above stated relation would also allow
the parameters to settle at values constant over the whole temperature and potential
range. This method effectively reduces the uncertainties in the results and shows that
the linear behavior on temperature and potential is present in more parameters than
the intrinsic roughness.
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For the advanced fitting procedure an iterative approach was employed where in each
iteration step the fit parameter describing the T or Φ behavior (PT or PΦ) with the
smallest relative error among the remaining free parameters was determined. It was
then fixed in the consecutive step. This was repeated until all PΦ and PT parameters
were fixed (see table 6.I). Although the parameters after the first fit are slightly different
to the ones after the last iteration, no major changes were observed.
As illustrated in figure 6.3 c) and 6.4 a) (dashed lines) the resulting final fit is in very
good agreement with the reflectivity data, even for the curves not included in the fit
(figure 6.3 a)). Only a few of the PΦ and PT parameters deviate from zero within the
errors (table 6.I bold values), i.e., indicate a significant dependence of the structural
parameters on temperature or potential. Similar fits where the insignificant PΦ and
PT parameters were set to 0 produced slightly different values but still provided good
fits to the reflectivities. But again, no major changes were observed (see supporting
information), which shows the robustness of the applied fitting procedure.
The major effect of an increase in T is an increase in the layer spacing d, accompanied
by an increases in σi. In contrast, d is not affected by changes in the potential Φ.
Instead, predominantly σi is changed. In addition, changes in Φ also influence those
parameters that describe the direct interface to the electrolyte solution, i.e., σad within
the adlayer model and ρfi and zfi within the first-layer model.
6.9 Conclusion and Discussion
The results from the systematic fits of the XDS data suggest, that the diffuse scattering
is well described by capillary wave theory at least in the qxy range measured in these
experiments. Hereby it can be ruled out, that a deviant surface tension is the cause of
the deviant temperature or potential dependent behavior.
The simultaneous XRR fits show, that the layering decay parameter σb increases sig-
nificantly with potential in the the adlayer model but not in the first-layer model. This
discrepancy is most likely due to the fact that the width of the first layer in the first-
layer model has been set to the value of σi and the first-layer model has therefore one
less parameter. Within the adlayer model this restriction is not present. This shows,
that model dependent behavior of the DCM parameters is visible in the results, which
makes these otherwise similar models suitable to identify model independent behavior.
All three XRR fitting methods, the individual fitting, the fitting with applied relations
between parameters and the simultaneous fitting show an increasing roughness with
increasing temperature, independent of the used model. From this we conclude, that
this behavior is intrinsic to the surface of Hg. Additionally, the simultaneous fitting
method showed an expansion of the vertical spacing d between the atomic layers at
the liquid metal surface of approximately ∼ 3% (from table 6.I) for both models. This
behavior is far more than can be explained by a simple thermal expansion of the Hg
bulk liquid, which is only ∼ 0.7% [85] in this temperature range. We therefore assign the
increase in the Hg layer spacing with T as well as the accompanying parallel broadening
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of these layers to a genuine interface effect. Apparently, the thermal increase in the
atomic motion influences the stratification of the Hg into atomic layers. Although
comparison to computer simulations is complicated due to the often small sample size
used, an expansion of the layer spacing of Hg with temperature has been observed in
such studies [31].
The effect of the potential on the interface structure noticeably differs from that of
the temperature. The Hg interfacial region (σad, zfi, table 6.I) broadens towards the
electrolyte with decreasing potential. This effect occurs in both models and is consistent
with former results. In the study by Elsen et al. this behavior was attributed to
contributions of the conduction electrons to the total electron density profile [29]. These
free electrons are polarized by the strong electric field in the electrochemical double
layer at the electrode surface according to the theory by Schmickler and Henderson [36].
The magnitude of the effect predicted by this theory for Hg electrodes is in good
agreement with the X-ray reflectivity data [29]. The increase in electron surface density
towards more negative potentials may also explain the increase in electron density of
the first layer ρfi found in the first-layer model (table 6.I). Possible contributions to this
effect may come from a concomitant increase in the packing density of the Hg ion cores,
which would be expected from electrostatic arguments (increased lateral screening of
the electronic charge).
More puzzling is the change of σi with Φ which is not accompanied by a change of
the layer spacing d. Therefore, such a change cannot be assigned to an increased
atomic motion as with the temperature dependent effect. Also an increased screening
of the electronic charge in the bulk, which would allow the ion cores to move closer
to each other, seems unlikely, since the negative charge is expected to accumulate
at the interface. In our analysis, beside σi we have accommodated the remaining
roughness to be an effect of surface tension described by CW theory. However, at
atomic dimensions, i.e., the length scale of the layering phenomena, which were not
covert by our XDS measurements, this continuum theory may break down, leading to
additional contributions to the roughness. Such an enhanced short range roughness
would cause an increase in σrms which would not be distinguishable from an increase
in σi. Additional, if this roughness is correlated it would cause an increased diffuse
scattering intensity at large qxy. This has indeed been observed for the free surface
of water and several other liquids [86, 87] and can be accounted for by a wave vector
dependent surface tension [88] which has a reduced value for the according length scales.
This could be the cause of the observed potential dependent roughness deviation, since
the observed increase in the electron density of the first layer would most likely influence
such small scale roughness phenomena.
Further theoretical studies used an analyzing scheme to eliminate the influence of σrms
and to access the ”intrinsic surface” of the simulated system [89], which is closely
related to ρ(z). These studies suggest that at the smallest length scales on the surface
of simple liquids the surface tension hydrodynamics breaks down completely and a
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transition to a molecular diffusion regime takes place [90]. This may also be an effect
connected to the deviating surface regime of Hg. Unfortunately to our knowledge there
exists no theoretical work for the Hg surface which applies this scheme and could shed
more light on the underlying mechanisms which cause the surface of Hg to differ among
other liquid metals.
Overall, the first-layer model seems preferable over the adlayer model, since the theo-
retical work it is based on [31] helps to explain the underlying physics. Furthermore,
additional theoretical [70] and experimental [91] works suggest that the first of the
Hg layers at the vapor interface is expected to be quite different to the second and
underlying layers which act just like the bulk volume.
6.10 Summary
In this work combined X-ray reflectivity and X-ray diffuse scattering measurements of
the deeply buried liquid-liquid interface between Hg and a NaF (0.01 M) electrolyte
solution were presented. Apart from a comprehensive study of the influence of temper-
ature and potential on the interface structure at the atomic-scale, new methodological
approaches were investigated. The following results were obtained:
− All reflectivity curves in the studied temperature and potential regime (4oC to
40oC, −1.3 V to −0.05 V) exhibit a pseudo-Bragg peak, indicating surface layering
within the Hg phase. The amplitude of this peak varies with T and Φ.
− Measurements of the XDS resulting from liquid-liquid interfaces were performed.
The obtained data are in good agreement with the variation of the surface tension
with T and Φ from literature [46].
− The temperature dependent XRR data showed the temperature anomaly of the
Hg surface roughness [28] to persist at the Hg-electrolyte interface.
− By including a linear T and Φ dependence in the fit parameters several reflec-
tivities could be fitted simultaneously. The obtained fit requires explicit changes
with T and Φ only for selected parameter and satisfactorily describes the entire
data set over the full range of the environmental parameters employed in this
study.
− According to our results, the Hg layer widths and layering spacing increase with
temperature. Specifically the change in the spacing was formerly not observed
[28].
− Changing the potential towards more negative values primarily causes a broad-
ening of the Hg-electrolyte interface towards the electrolyte. This is in agreement
with an explanation by the electronic polarization at the interface as predicted
by the Schmickler-Henderson theory [29,36].
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As indicated by these results, X-ray scattering studies employing modern instruments
at third generation synchrotron sources enable detailed investigations of liquid-liquid
interfaces on the atomic-scale.
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6.12.1 Mean Values
x d/A˚ σi/A˚ σb/A˚ σx/A˚
ad 2.74 ± 0.06 0.32 ± 0.21 0.47 ± 0.05 1.24 ± 0.7
fi 2.74 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.21 0.43 ± 0.08 σi
[29] 2.84 ± 0.05 - 0.46 ± 0.05 ∼ 1.5
[28] 2.72 ± 0.02 - 0.46 ± 0.05 -
x ρx/ρHg zx/A˚ zH2O/A˚ σH2O/A˚
ad 0.47 ± 0.16 −3.12 ± 0.29 −1.6 ± 0.14 0.66
fi 0.93 ± 0.05 −0.13 ± 0.07 −0.28 ± 0.16 0.66
[29] - - - -
[28] 0.1 − 0.3 - - -
Tab. 6.II: Mean values of the fit results for both models (ad: adlayer model, fi: first-
layer model).
In table 6.II the mean values for the fit results of the individual parameters are shown,
as well as the results from the literature [28,29] which compare well. The histogram of
the fit results for each parameter has been fitted with a Gaussian function to correct for
outliers (see section 6.12.2). The given values are the center and for the error two times
the variance (σ) of the Gaussian function. In figures 6.7 and 6.8 the mean values from
the fitting of the individual reflectivities sorted by temperature and potential are shown.
Here a simple weighted mean was taken (weighted with the reciprocal of the squared
error of the fit results), as the number of fit results from an individual reflectivity was
not sufficient to apply the above described method (fitting of the histogram). The
black lines are linear fits to the individual temperature or potential dependent series
and the red lines are simultaneous fits of all series for an individual parameter with a
function of the form P (T,Φ) = P0 −PΦΦ +PTT as in the simultaneous fitting method.
The only parameter where these two lines have a slope significantly ≠ 0 and nearly
coincide for all series is the parameter σi. For most of the other parameters the error
is too large and the data points are to scattered to identify a temperature or potential
dependent behavior except for the parameters d and zfi. Here it can be seen, that zfi
seems to decrease with decreasing potential. d is constant over the measured potential
range, but seems to follow the temperature dependent behavior of the parameter σi
even at the points which differ the most from the fitted lines for both models. These are
first hints to different temperature and potential dependent behaviors. But it could also
point to an interdependency of these parameters. To further inquire these possibilities
the correlations between the parameters were analyzed.
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Fig. 6.7: Mean values of the reflectivity fit results sorted by potential and temperature
series for the adlayer model.
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First-layer model
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Fig. 6.8: Mean values of the reflectivity fit results sorted by potential and temperature
series for the first-layer model.
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6.12.2 Correlation Analysis
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Fig. 6.9: A histogram from the fit results of the parameter zH2O of the adlayer model.
The black line is a Gaussian function fitted to the histogram.
To investigate the possible interdependencies of the fit parameters, the correlations
between the individual fit parameters have been derived. First the fit results were cor-
rected for outliers. For this, histograms from all fit results of the individual parameters
have been analyzed. An example is shown in figure 6.9. As can be seen, the histogram
is clearly peaked at a position of zH2O ≈ −1.6 A˚. It was assumed, that this is the region
where the true values for this parameter are located and that the rest of the distribution
is due to non successful fits of the reflectivities. The histograms of the individual pa-
rameters have been fitted with a Gaussian function (f(x) = a0∗exp(−(x−x0)2/(2∗σ2))).
If a fit result for a parameter lies outside the interval of 3σ all fit result of the accord-
ing reflectivity have been excluded. After excluding the above described data points
the mean values of the fit results from reflectivities recorded at the same temperature
and potential were taken. From these mean values the correlation coefficients for all
combinations of two parameters have been derived and are shown in figure 6.10. The
values of ∣zH2O∣, ∣zad∣ and ∣zfi∣ are shown as they present the distance to the first layer
of mercury rather than the position in the coordinate system (which is at negative
z coordinates for zH2O, zad and zfi). As can be seen, some of the correlations are
significantly high. To distinguish if these correlations come from an interdependency
or from a similar environmental dependence, scatter plots for all possible combinations
of two fit parameters (all results after exclusion of the outliers) were analyzed. If the fit
results for the individual reflectivities are spread over the whole range of a scatter plot,
an interdependency is likely. If they are in contrast confined to small regions within
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Fig. 6.10: Plot of the correlation coefficients [92] between the fit parameters. Parame-
ter combinations where the probability for an accidental correlation is under
1% are marked in green (high significance). The rest is marked red (low
significance).
a scatter plot and if these regions clearly differ for different temperature or potential
conditions, the correlation can be assigned to a similar environmental dependence of
both parameters. The latter is indeed the case for those parameter pairs, for which
significantly high correlations were found (depicted by a green square in figure 6.10).
As an example, the scatter plot for the parameters zad and σad is shown in figure 6.11,
demonstrating that the fit results for individual reflectivities are confined to small re-
gions. For the other significant correlated parameters equivalent scatter plots to figure
6.11 were fitter with a linear function, to yield the relations described in section 6.8.
As a high correlation of the parameter σb only occurs in the first-layer model, no re-
lation was applied to make the results comparable, as the focus was to identify model
independent behavior.
6.12.3 Analysis by Simultaneous Fits
As described in the text, the simultaneous fit has been carried out by setting every
insignificant parameter to zero during the fit iterations. These fit results are shown in
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Fig. 6.11: Scatter plot of the fit parameters σad versus zad, illustrating the distribu-
tion of correlated parameters. The circles depict the approximate area over
which the points of a specific physical data set are spread. Outliers have
been excluded as described in the text.
table 6.III. By comparing these results to table 6.I, it can be seen that the temperature
and potential trends are preserved.
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adlayer
P0 ±99% PΦ ± 99% PT ± 99%
σi 0.124 0.029 0.190 0.046 0.0048 0.0021
d 2.716 0.012 0 0 0.0023 0.0009
σb 0.428 0.013 0.061 0.031 0.0010 0.0008
σad 1.136 0.869 0.197 0.181 0 0
ρad 0.539 0.528 0 0 0 0
zad -3.115 1.121 0 0 0 0
first-layer
P0 ±99% PΦ ± 99% PT ± 99%
σi 0.163 0.029 0.249 0.050 0.0045 0.0022
d 2.698 0.016 0 0 0.0022 0.0008
σb 0.411 0.015 0 0 0.0007 0.0007
ρfi 0.907 0.008 0.042 0.018 0 0
zfi -0.122 0.013 -0.072 0.031 0 0
Tab. 6.III: Results of the simultaneous fitting of all reflectivities for both electron
density models were all the insignificant parameters (see table 6.I) have been set to
zero.
6.13 Additional Information
In this section, additional information on the analysis is presented which is not desig-
nated to be included in the publication.
6.13.1 Free Fit of the Reflectivities
Since the reflectivities were recorded with a 1D detector the vertical resolution of the
measurements could be chosen after the experiment. By consideration of the resolu-
tion in the capillary wave roughness σCW (see equation 3–39), the fit result for ∣φ(qz)∣2
should be resolution independent. Nevertheless, since approximations were made and
due to the statistic error of the data points, different resolutions will result in reflectiv-
ities which differ more than in the corresponding factor exp(−q2zσ2CW ). Consequently,
the results for the fitted parameters should also differ with resolution.
Here, several vertical resolutions from 6.6e-4 rad (=ˆ 15 channels at distance 1130 mm)
to 44e-4 rad (=ˆ 100 channels at distance 1130 mm) have been applied to the individual
reflectivity data and the resultant virtual reflectivities were fitted. During the fitting
process all parameters from equation 6–6 or 6–7 except the electron densities of water
and mercury and the width of the water phase were allowed to vary. To account for an
error of the absorber factor as explained in section 4.5.2 a multiplication factor Amp0
was added to ∣φ(qz)∣2 which was also fitted. The influence of the fit residuals on the fit
result could be weighted. For this, the reciprocal of the relative error of the reflectivity
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points were taken. In general the square of the error is used, but this produced such
a strong weight of the points at low qz values, that the resultant curves did not fit
the values at the pseudo-Bragg peak. Nevertheless, the weight is still relatively high
at low qz values and fitting of the factor Amp0 acts as a normalization to intensities
at such qz values where the reflectivity shape is mostly independent from the other fit
parameters. Due to distortions at the critical angle as explained in section 4.5.4 only
measured points at qz > 2×qc were included in the fit process. The fit results are shown
in figure 6.12. Depending on the quality of the reflectivity data the variation of the
fit results with resolution can be quite drastic. Most of the parameters seem to vary
evenly over the whole range but some show larger distortion or asymptotic behavior.
The mean value from these fit results can be expected to provide a better result than an
individual fit result. But the question arises which integration ranges are suitable for
deriving a proper mean value and which can or should be excluded. If for example, the
instrument is misaligned in a way that the specular peak does not arrive in the defined
center of the detector, very small integration ranges will cause a great error. Therefore,
too small integration ranges should be excluded from the results. To find a general
value for too small integration ranges, which can be applied to the whole data set,
the fit results from figure 6.12 have further been analyzed. To make the curves more
comparable each individual curve has been divided by its mean value and subtracted
by one. To scale the scattering to a comparable size the resulting curves have been
divided by the their standard deviation. This way overall trends should be identifiable.
The resulting curves are shown in figure 6.13 and 6.14. Clear trends can be seen in
the first parameter Amp0. This is expected to be rather constant, since a change in
intensity with resolution is accounted for by inclusion of the capillary roughness factor.
Fitting with a mean value of Amp0 for each individual reflectivity did not improve the
results but the contrary, some reflectivities could not be fitted with this mean value to
yield physical reasonable results. Therefore, this fit parameter has to be included to
fit the data and the observed trend can be ascribed to the flawed absorber correction
explained in section 4.5.2.
To find a lower and upper limit for the mean values which can be applied to all reflec-
tivity curves a good criterion had to be found. For that, the variance at one integration
range over all reflectivity curves has been taken. As can bee seen in figure 6.13 and 6.13
the results vary the strongest with small integration ranges where the error is expected
to be high and also with large integration ranges. These values have be excluded and
the central part with integration ranges from 40 to 80 channels were the variation is
relatively constant has been taken to generate the mean values.
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Fig. 6.12: The results of the fit parameters for the first-layer and the adlayer model.
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Fig. 6.13: The results of the fit parameters for the adlayer model normalized as de-
scribed in the text.
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First-layer model
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Fig. 6.14: The results of the fit parameters for the first-layer model normalized as
described in the text.
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6.13.2 Correlation Analysis
Before the method described in section 6.12.2 was applied to the data, the possibilities
for interdependencies of the fit parameters were evaluated. For a qualitative impression
over the possible interdependencies of the fit parameters, several R/RF curves were
created where single parameters from the adlayer and first-layer model were varied
about the error of their mean value according to table 6.II. This is shown in figure 6.15
and 6.16.
As can be seen, a variation in the parameters σb and d modifies the qz region near
the pseudo-Bragg peak for both models. This change is so small that both limits
would fit into the average error range of the reflectivities (figure 6.3 and 6.4). σb and
d should be able to compensate each other to a certain degree and therefore could be
interdependent. In the adlayer model the parameters σi and σad modify the qz region
near the pseudo-Bragg peak in a similar way but have a complementary effect at low
qz values. Therefore, they are not expected to show an interdependency. Compared to
that, the changes in ρad and zad seem quite low, but the error margin of the reflectivities
in the changing region is much smaller than in the region of the pseudo-Bragg peak.
Here, an interdependency may be possible. For ρfi and zfi the picture is similar. zfi
and zad have very similar behaviors, whereas ρfi and ρad have complementary effects.
A decrease in the amplitude of the first layer has a similar effect as an increase in the
amplitude of the adlayer. This is most astonishing, as the correlations between ρad and∣zad∣ and also between ρfi and ∣zfi∣ are both positive as can be seen in figure 6.10. The
parameter zH20 doesn’t seem to change the reflectivity at all. The more astonishing
it is, that the position of the electrolyte phase zH20 is so sharply defined (−1.6 ± 0.14
adlayer model and −0.28 ± 0.16 first-layer model, table 6.II).
The plot of the correlation coefficients of the fit results from the adlayer model and the
first-layer model 6.10 shows that some parameters are indeed highly correlated. Oddly,
not the parameter which apparently should easily compensate each other (as described
above) show the highest correlation but the ones which don’t. This may be due to an
interdependency of more than two parameters. In the adlayer model, a change of σi
could be compensated by a simultaneous change of σad, which compensates the change
in the qz region of the pseudo-Bragg peak, and the parameters zad and ρad, which
compensate the change in the lower qz region. If the above described compensations
are possible, the temperature and potential dependence of σi may result as a side effect
of the modifications made to the DCM as discussed in section 6.2.
This has been investigated by simultaneous variation of these parameters (according
to the direction of their correlation as seen in figure 6.10), and plotting the resultant
R/Rf curves as shown in figure 6.15. As can be seen, the resultant curves are highly
different from the curves where only σi was varied. Similar is true for the first-layer
model, where the parameters ρfirst and zfirst have be varied. This strengthens the
argument that the correlation shown in figure 6.10 are not due to an interdependency
of the parameters, and that the temperature and potential dependence of σi is not a
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side effect due to the modifications made to the DCM.
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Fig. 6.15: Resulting reflectivities for the adlayer model if the fit parameters are varied.
The green reflectivity is the result of the mean values from table 6.II with
σ2CW = 1 A˚2. The parameters are varied about the value of their errors. The
red plots are from lower, the blue plots from higher values of the individual
parameters. In the last reflectivity three parameters are varied together
according their correlation direction.
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First-layer model
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Fig. 6.16: Resulting reflectivities for the first-layer model if the fit parameters are
varied. The green reflectivity is the result of the mean values from table
6.II with σ2CW = 1 A˚2. The parameters are varied about the value of their
errors. The red plots are from lower, the blue plots from higher values of
the individual parameters. In the last reflectivity three parameters a varied
together according their correlation direction.
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7 Measurements with the Eiger Detector
a) b)
Fig. 7.1: a) Eiger detector attached to the detector stage of the LISA diffractometer.
b) Eiger detector facing towards the sample cell on the sample stage of the
LISA diffractometer.
X-ray scattering from liquid surfaces and interfaces is experimentally very challenging.
It is necessary to conduct such measurements at the synchrotron. Time is an important
factor due to the high cost and low availability of beam time. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to get as much information about the sample as possible in as few as possible
measurements. The use of a 1D Mythen detector for the measurements of this thesis
was a great improvement over the use of a point detector. To push the data collection
feasibility even further the LISA diffractometer was equipped with a 2D Eiger detector
(Dectris). It can be seen in figure 7.1. Data collection with the 2D Eiger detector has
several advantages over data collection with the 1D Mythen detector:
− The data collection for a reflectivity measurement is at least twice as fast and
the measurements are less sensitive to fluctuations in the beam intensity, since
the background is measured simultaneously. With a 1D detector two additional
measurement points have to be recorded.
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− The horizontal resolution is as good as the vertical resolution (square pixels of
75 × 75 µm2). The horizontal resolution of the Mythen detector is fixed by the
detector slit.
− The horizontal resolution can be chosen after the experiment.
− Intensity peaks at non specular position will be found if the detector is in the
right area. With a 1D detector it is possible to miss such features, if they lie
between two scan points.
− The full picture of the diffuse scattering is visible with a 2D detector.
− Several 0D or 1D detector scan types can be extracted from one 2D measurement
point [93]
− Data can be recorded with a frequency of 3 kHz [94].
− Count rates up to 2.5 × 106 photons per second can be achieved per pixel [94].
At a commissioning beam time in December 2013 a prototype of the 2D Eiger detector
was implemented in the LISA setup. To test its potential, X-ray reflectivity data as well
as X-ray diffuse scattering data from the mercury-electrolyte interface was collected.
Due to the prototype state of the setup and additional problems with the sample
environment, this data was not suitable for quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, several
tools were developed to process such liquid-liquid interface scattering data and to
provide an analytic framework in MATLAB for future users of the LISA diffractometer.
Here, a routine to fit the q-dependent background of a two dimensional measurement
of the diffuse scattering from a liquid surface or liquid-liquid interface were modified
to account for azimuthal asymmetries in the background scattering. Furthermore, the
integration of the differential scattering cross section for liquid surfaces was adapted to
arbitrary quadrilaterals in the qxy plane. The routine was optimized to run on the GPU
of the processing PC. This way, the computation could be speed up several orders of
magnitude. To account for a tilted detector geometry as occurred in the commissioning
of the Eiger detector, an integration routine has been developed, which can integrate
over fractions of detector pixels. In the following, this data processing is described and
afterward the processed data is compared to data which was collected with the 1D
Mythen detector.
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7.1 Two-Dimensional Coordinates
Fig. 7.2: Eiger measurement of the mercury-electrolyte(0.01 M NaF) interface at a
temperature of 4oC and a potential of −0.35 V. The edges of each colored
quadrilateral are at the coordinates of the according detector pixel edges.
The specular peak is at β ≈ 0.0125 rad. The Yoneda wing is at β ≈ 0.002.
Due to the tilted detector geometry, the two peaks are in different detector
pixel columns.
The first step for processing the data is to calculate the coordinates of each pixel of
the 2D detector. The coordinates follow from the alignment of the detector in the
diffractometers coordinate system. For example, to record the reflected intensity at
a certain qz value the detector should be positioned in such a way that the normal
vector of the detectors detection area points towards the center of the sample. Since
the detection area is flat, this will only be true for one pixel. Additionally the detector
should be aligned in a way, that the specular plane is parallel to one of the detector
axes.
During the commissioning of the Eiger detector, this alignment was not possible. It
had to be attached to the existing detector stage as shown in figure 7.1. This caused
the detector coordinates to get tilted as the β angle was changed. Nevertheless, the
calculation of the pixel coordinates is still possible. A routine to calculate the coor-
dinates for this special geometry was derived by Sven Festersen in the programming
language PYTHON. As a part of the analytic framework this routine was adapted to
work in MATLAB.
In figure 7.2 an example for the tilted geometry is shown. The coordinates have been
derived with the above described Matlab routine. From the angular coordinates, the
reciprocal coordinates can be derived according to section 3.
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a)
b) c)
Fig. 7.3: a) Background subtraction procedure from [93]. (Upper) The two dimen-
sional data is plotted against the q coordinate of the pixels and then fitted
with a polynomial. The Specular position (gray) is left out in the fit. (Lower)
The data with subtracted background fit. b) and c) Background subtraction
procedure for Eiger data. b) The data is plotted against the θ and q coordi-
nates and then fitted with a two dimensional polynomial. The central part
marked by the red lines is excluded from the fit. c) The background corrected
data. The surface diffuse scattering is much more pronounced now. White
spaces are pixels with negative intensity due to the subtraction. This re-
maining noise is due to the fact, that the subtracted background is a smooth
2D surface whereas the intensity in the measured background varies with the
square root of the intensity.
Since the aim of the described XRR and XDS measurements is to record the surface
scattering, the detector picture has to be corrected for background scattering. As
explained in section 4.5.2, the background subtraction with a 1D detector is done by
offsetting the detector in the azimuthal direction and measuring the intensity. This
intensity is subtracted from the intensity measured at the specular condition. This
takes into account the bulk scattering, which is proportional to q (see equation 3–5).
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Since at such positions the surface scattering is still present, it has to be considered in
the simulation of the data. In the bachelor thesis of Niklas Jepsen [93], a procedure for
background subtraction was developed, which differs from this procedure. First, the
part of the scattering at which the surface diffuse scattering is significant is cut out
from the data. The rest of the diffuse scattering is plotted against it’s q coordinate
and fitted with a polynomial. This polynomial is subtracted from the data, which can
be seen in figure 7.3 a).
This approach was adapted under consideration of asymmetries in the background.
Again, the central part around the specular condition was cut out from the data. The
rest of the diffuse scattering is plotted over its q and θ coordinates as shown in figure
7.3. This is fitted with a two dimensional polynomial and the result is subtracted
from the data. The advantage of this procedure is, that a normal 2D detector picture
contains enough information, so that a large portion of the scattering around the
specular condition can be cut out. The remaining diffuse surface scattering can be
neglected and does not have to be considered in the simulation. With a 1D detector a
larger azimuthal offset could be chosen to acquire the same effect, but the additional
change in the q coordinate of the background scattering would have to be considered,
which would lead to other difficulties.
7.3 Integrated Differential Scattering Cross Section
As described in section 3.7.1 the common procedure for integrating the differential
scattering cross section of a liquid surface is to use a rectangular ∆qxy. This procedure
relies on the fact, that the projection of a detector pixel onto the qxy plane does not
deviate much from a rectangle with side length ∆qx and ∆qy. This is especially true
for a normal (no tilt in detector) detector geometry at the specular position.
But since the differential scattering cross section varies the most at the specular po-
sition, this is not longer a valid approximation for the tilted geometry. To cope with
such distortions, a novel integration routine has been developed. The routine takes
as arguments the (real) qx (x1, x2, x3, x4) and qy (y1, y2, y3, y4) coordinates of the
edges of a detector pixel and the η and qmax values at the center of that pixel. Then,
equation 3–37 is integrated over the true perimeter of the detector pixel. Since such
integrations are quite computational heavy if used for a fitting procedure, even for a
1D detector geometry (typical ∼ 500 pixels) the integration had to be optimized for
parallel processing on the GPU of the PC.
The optimized routine can calculate the differential scattering cross section for a 89×422
pixels (coordinate matrix) in 0.043 seconds. The same routine executed on the CPU
instead of the GPU does the calculation in 35.72 seconds. Therefore, a theoretical
detector picture with up to 1000000 pixels can be simulated in reasonable time. A
simulated detector picture can be seen in figure 7.4
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Fig. 7.4: Simulated detector picture for the data in figure 7.2. Only the surface scat-
tering has been simulated. The specular peak and the Yoneda wing can be
identified at the same positions as in the recorded data (figure 7.2).
7.4 Primary Beam Shape
The calculated detector picture still differs from the measured intensity (compare figure
7.2 and 7.4). This is due to the fact, that the integration routine takes only a flat (non-
curved) sample and a delta function like primary beam into account. To fully account
for the curvature of the sample and the shape of the primary beam, an integral of the
form
I(α,β, θ) = 1
A0
∫
∆Ω
dΩ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∫∆A dxdy{dI0dA (x, y)×
×dσ
dΩ
(α − αˆ(x, y) − αˇ(x, y), β, θ − θˆ(x, y) − θˇ(x, y))}⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (7–1)
would have to be evaluated. This integral comprises all scattering coming from different
areas of the sample surface, which scatter under different angular conditions due to the
divergence of the primary beam and the curvature of the sample. Here, ∆A is the
footprint area of the primary beam on the sample and dI0
dA
(x, y) is the intensity per
area of the primary beam at a position (x, y) on the sample. Then αˆ(x, y) and θˆ(x, y)
account for the curvature of the sample at position (x, y) and αˇ(x, y) and θˇ(x, y) for the
angular distribution of the primary beam. This would be very computational heavy.
Therefore, several approximations have to be made to get to a form, that is suitable
for numerical integration. First of all, if the footprint is small, which is the case for
higher qz values, we can neglect the influence of the curvature of the sample surface:
I(α,β, θ) ≈ ∫
∆ΩO
dαˇdθˇ{dI0
dΩ
(αˇ, θˇ) 1
A0
∫
∆Ω
dβdθ [dσ
dΩ
(α − αˇ, β, θ − θˇ)]} (7–2)
which is the convolution of the differential scattering cross section with the angular
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a)
b) c)
Fig. 7.5: a) Picture of the primary beam. b) Picture of the background corrected data.
c) Simulated 2D data with included primary beam shape. The specular and
the Yoneda peak can be identified. Additionally the 8-like shape of the pri-
mary beam can be found in the simulated data, which compares well to the
measurement.
distribution of the primary beam integrated over a solid angle ∆Ω. For computational
reasons ∆Ω0 assumes, that the primary beam does only have intensity within a finite
solid angle (which will always be the case for a finite measuring time). If we assume
that α ≈ β, which is the case near the specular condition, by comparing equation 3–3,
3–4 and 3–38 we see that:
∫
∆Ω
dΩ
dσ
dΩ
(α − αˇ, β, θ − θˇ) ≈ ∫
∆Ω
dΩ
dσ
dΩ
(α,β − αˇ, θ − θˇ) (7–3)
Now we can substitute β˜ = β − αˇ and θ˜ = θ − θˇ to get
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I(α,β, θ) ≈ ∫
∆Ω0
dαˇdθˇ{dI0
dΩ
(αˇ, θˇ) 1
A0
∫
∆Ω+(αˇ,θˇ)
dβ˜dθ˜ [dσ
dΩ
(α, β˜, θ˜)]} (7–4)
By choosing of the right integration limits this can be computed discretely. For this
the primary beam intensity has to be given as an (N +1)×(M +1) matrix with equally
spaced coordinates αn,m = (m −M/2)∆α with 0 < m <= M and θn,m = (n −N/2)∆θ
with 0 < n <= N . N and M have to be even numbers. If ∆Ω is small, what is the case
for the integration over the solid angle covert by a detector pixel, we can assume that
the variation of the primary beam shape is negligible. Now the intensity I(α,β, θ) of a
solid angle with area ∆Ω = ∆β∆θ centered at coordinates (β0, θ0) and with incidence
angle α0 can be computed as
I(α0, β0, θ0) ≈ ∑
n,m
dI0
dΩ
(αn,m, θn,m)Ξ(α0, β0 + αn,m, θ0 + θn,m) (7–5)
with
Ξ(α0, β, θ) = 1
A0
β+∆α∫
β−∆α
dβ
θ+∆θ∫
θ−∆θ
dθ [dσ
dΩ
(α0, β, θ)] (7–6)
Furthermore, if we want to compute I(α,β, θ) at an equally spaced lattice βq,p = (p −
P /2)∆α with 0 < p <= P and θq,p = (q −Q/2)∆θ with 0 < q <= Q the procedure boils
down to a simple two dimensional discrete convolution.
The recorded 2D intensity distribution gets distorted at the edges due to the planar
geometry of the 2D detector. Nevertheless, near the specular condition the pixels can be
considered as equally spaced in angular coordinates β and θ. Since this is the region of
interest, the above described procedure can be used for simulating a 2D detector picure
by computing Ξ at the positions of the detector pixels and by following convolution
with the 2D intensity distribution of the primary beam. The primary beam can be
seen in figure 7.5 a) and the convoluted data in figure 7.5 c).
7.5 Integrated Intensity
As shown in figure 7.5 the simulated 2D intensity distribution is quite similar to the
measured data. Nevertheless, this simulation is still not suited for fitting the data
directly. Very small deviations in the primary beam shape, which may be due to
a shift in beam position relative to the beam defining slit, can occur between the
recording of the primary beam and the actual diffuse scattering data. Such deviations
can actually make a significant difference in the fit result. This can be prevented by
integrating the detector picture over virtual detector channels which are significantly
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Fig. 7.6: a) Virtual slits on the Eiger data (red rectangles). The data is the same as in
figure 7.2. b) Comparison of Mythen data and the integrated Eiger data. The
specular part is slightly different, due to different slit setting which resulted
in different primary beam shapes. At approximately 0.02 rad in the Mythen
data, the intensity is cut off from the vacuum tube in front of the Mythen
(see figure 5.1).
larger than the specular peak. This way possible asymmetries will be neglected. The
same is then done for the simulated detector picture, and the resultant curves can be
fitted. A possible way to define virtual detector pixel is to bin the intensities of areas
of n×m pixels. The perimeter of the resultant virtual pixels would then be defined by
the enclosed pixels. As described in section 7.1, due to the special detector geometry
the coordinates of the pixels get distorted as the exiting angle β is increased. With this
method, these distortions would persist. Since, equally spaced virtual pixels which run
along the coordinate axes would be preferable, a routine was developed to integrate a
distorted detector over such virtual pixels. The integration routine integrates over the
fractions of detector pixels which lie inside the virtual detector pixels, with adjustable
precision. In figure 7.6 a) a background corrected 2D detector picture is shown. The
integration borders for the virtual detector pixels are shown in red. The coordinates
for this virtual integration have been chosen to match the coordinates of the Mythen
channels for an equivalent scan. In figure 7.6 b) the integrated intensity and the
according Mythen measurement at the same temperature and potential conditions are
compared. The counting time of the Eiger data was half the counting time of the
Mythen data, as for the Mythen data the background had to be measured in addition.
As can be seen, the integration of the Eiger data provides an equivalent data quality
and a larger measurement range. The advantage over the Mythen data is the capability
to choose the horizontal resolution after the experiment.
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Fig. 7.7: Reflectivity (as R/RF ) measurements collected with the Eiger and with the
Mythen. (Blue) Mythen data. (Green) Eiger data created with θ-offset
method. (Red) Same Eiger reflectivity data created with alternative method
(section 7.2)
To get a further benchmark for the improvement caused by the background subtraction
described in section 7.2, reflectivity data collected with the Mythen detector and with
the Eiger detector at the same qz values with comparable counting times are compared.
The environmental conditions were Φ = −0.65 V and T = 4○C. The integration ranges
for the virtual detector pixels of the Eiger detector were chosen to match the specular
integration region of the Mythen detector. The resultant reflectivities normalized by
the according Fresnel reflectivities are shown in figure 7.7. For the Eiger data two
background correction methods were used. The θ-offset method described in section
4.5.2 was emulated by accordingly chosen integration regions and the method described
in section 7.2 was used. All three curves show a good agreement at intermediate angles.
The distortions at low angles in the Eiger data may result from the missing detector
slit in the Eiger setup, which will allow much more background scattering to arrive at
the detector. As can be seen, the quality of the θ-offset method for the Eiger data is
lower as for the Mythen data at high angles, as a peak can be seen which is at lower
qz values as a typical pseudo-Bragg peak, which would produce unphysical values for
the layer to layer distance of the surface layering when fitted. The data created with
the method from section 7.2 shows a much more pronounced pseudo-Bragg peak at the
exspected qz value, compareable to the Mythen data. Therefore, this method provides
a clear data improvement over the θ-offset method.
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In this thesis, the temperature and potential dependent structure of the mercury-
electrolyte interface was investigated by X-ray reflectivity and X-ray diffuse scattering.
With these methods the temperature and potential dependent structure of the mercury-
electrolyte interface was resolved at the atomic length scale. For this, it was necessary
to measure the reflectivity over an intensity range of eight orders of magnitude. The
required photon flux is further increased by an order of magnitude due to absorption
by the electrolyte phase. As liquids can not be tilted in the same way as solid samples
a special liquid surface geometry had to be used.
To make temperature and potential dependent X-ray reflectivity and X-ray diffuse
scattering measurements on the mercury-electrolyte interface possible, a sample en-
vironment was developed. For the potential dependent measurements this sample
environment was adapted to an existing electrochemical setup which was successfully
used for such kind of measurements. For the temperature dependent measurements
a new sample cell was developed where a temperature control unit could be placed
under the mercury volume of the sample. Simultaneously, the sample cell was adapted
to the special needs of diffuse scattering measurements, specifically the reduction of
the sample curvature.
The performance of the LISA diffractometer used for the experiments was improved,
including the implementation of a software interface and the development of control
software for important motors and other critical instrumental apparatuses. Additional,
a Matlab suit of analytical methods has been developed to extract and view the data
from the measurements not only for this thesis but for all LISA users. A method
has been developed to extract several virtual reflectivity curves from one measurement
of the reflectivity. An approach has been used to get rid of the ambiguity which
comes with the use of a fixed measurement resolution. Furthermore, a simultaneous
fitting method has been developed, which takes, beside the scattering vector qz, the
temperature T and the potential Φ as input parameters. X-ray reflectivity and X-ray
diffuse scattering from the mercury-electrolyte interface have been recorded with the
2D Eiger detector and analytical methods have been developed for processing such
data. This includes a method of background subtraction which is shown to increase
the quality of the reflectivity data, a method to integrate the differential scattering
cross section over arbitrary quadrilaterals in the qxy plane and a method to integrate
distorted 2D data over evenly spaced virtual detector pixels.
X-ray reflectivity measurements were carried out at the potentials of −0.35 V and −0.85
V against a Hg/Hg2SO4 reference electrode at different temperatures in a temperature
range between 4○C and 40○C. It is shown, that the anomalous temperature depen-
dent surface roughness behavior of the mercury surface [28] does indeed occur at the
mercury-electrolyte interface in the investigated temperature range. It was concluded,
that the anomalous temperature dependent surface roughness is due to an increase of
the intrinsic roughness and, since this effect occurs independent of the used model for
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the surface structure, that it is intrinsic to the mercury. Furthermore, X-ray reflectivity
measurements at a temperature of 4○C in a potential range between −1.3 V and −0.05
V have been recorded. It could be shown, that the potential shift of the surface rough-
ness minimum [29] occurs at these temperatures also and more importantly that the
magnitude of this shift is temperature independent. The surface tension was obtained
by integration of the differential scattering cross section and fitting the results to the
X-ray diffuse scattering data which was recorded together with the X-ray reflectivity
data. The results show that the surface tension of the mercury-electrolyte interface is
in agreement with the results of electrochemical measurements. Hereby, it is shown
that the surface tension is not the cause for the potential dependent shift in the surface
roughness or for its anomalous temperature dependence. With the analytical methods
developed in this thesis the uncertainty in the temperature and potential dependent fit
results due to the interdependency of the fit parameters could mostly be eliminated.
Temperature and potential dependent changes of surface parameters beside the rough-
ness were found which could not be observed in previous studies. An increase of the
layer to layer distance with increasing temperature could be observed. This increase as
well as the accompanying parallel broadening of the layers was assigned to a genuine
interface effect. The stratification of the mercury into atomic layers is influenced by
the increase in atomic motion with increasing temperature, which differs from a simple
thermal expansion. Furthermore, a potential dependent change of the shape of the near
surface region could be identified, which was found to be in agreement with previous
results. It was suggested, that this change influences the short range roughness of the
interface, what could be the cause of the potential shift of the roughness minimum.
8.1 Outlook
The analytical methods developed here rely partly on the number of the measured
reflectivities. Especially the simultaneous fitting method for the identification of the
linear trends, where the number of structural fit parameters stay the same for any
number of measured reflectivities, benefit from higher numbers of available data. With
the advancements in data collection capability of the LISA diffratometer, for example
by the implementation of the Eiger detector in the instruments standard setup, comes
the possibility to apply this method to other kinds of samples which do not have the
high reflectivity of the mercury-electrolyte interface.
The analysis of the data collected with the 2D Eiger detector provides many challenges.
Nevertheless, the developed methods for 2D data analysis bring new possibilities for
future experiments. For example, the described method for the integration over virtual
detector pixels can be used to produce enough virtual reflectivities from one reflectivity
measurement to find mean values in a similar fashion as with the method described in
section 6.12.2, which effectively frees the results from outliers.
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9.1 Reflectivity Comparison
The reflectivity resulting from the intrinsic electron density of the mercury-electrolyte
interface with typical values for the structural parameters has been computed with the
Parrat method and in the kinematical approximation. As can be seen in figure 9.1, the
reflectivities differ only about ∼ 3%.
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Fig. 9.1: Comparison of reflectivities.
9.2 Sample Alignment
When the sample environment is prepared and mounted onto the sample stage of the
diffractometer its position has to be aligned. The beam must travels trough the sample
environment and reach the detector. To facilitate this process, the sample environment
is adapted to the setup of the LISA diffractometer. It can be mounted concentric on
the vibration isolation which ensures that the rotational center of the diffractometer
is near the center of the PCTFE cell. With the control software the rotation angle
of the sample stage can be changed, so that the kapton and quarzglass windows of
the sample environment are aligned parallel to the beam. Then the height and the x-
direction (orthogonal to the beam) have to be scanned to find the center of the opening
in the PCTFE cell. This alignment is followed by the filling of the PCTFE cell with
mercury. Now the height should be scanned again to find the surface of the mercury.
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Then the electrolyte can be filled in. The interface will be at a different position as the
mercury surface, because the surface tension changes and therefore the curvature of the
interface changes too. After a final height scan the center of the mercury electrolyte
interface has to be aligned to the center of rotation. For that the diffractometer has
to be moved to qz > qc and a scan along the y-axis (direction along the beam) has to
be done. This should give an intensity peak which marks the position onto which the
sample has to be moved. Afterward the sample rotation should be moved to half of its
value. This way the width of the sample windows is optimally used by the changing
azimutal angle of the incident beam, since the sample rotation should not be changed
during a reflectivity scan.
9.3 Intensity Corrections
Due to polarization losses at the monochromator crystals of the LISA diffractometer
(∼ 20% at 25 keV [11]), the intensity reaching the sample is not constant over the range
of the incidence angles at which the reflectivity points are measured. Therefore, the
intensity is measured with the monitor which is located in front of the sample (dia, see
section 5.1) and provides a signal τ0 which is proportional to the intensity of the beam.
The recorded intensity Irec is then normalized with this values and the attenuation
factor Γ0 of the absorber:
I = IrecΓ0
τ0
(9–1)
Before each reflectivity curve or diffuse scattering measurements the primary beam
intensity Iprb has to be measured along with the corresponding attenuation factor Γprb
and the monitor signal τprb. Iprb is then normalized with this values:
I0 = IprbΓprb
τprb
(9–2)
The final corrected signal is I
I0
which is the fraction of the primary intensity which is
scattered from the sample surface.
The error of the signal is the square root of the signal ∆Irec =√Irec. Since the monitor
output is a current instead of counts the error ∆τ has to be derived differently. The
monitor signal shows a certain percentage of scattering over time which is ∼ 10% at a
counting rate of one point per second. For the monitor the error is derived in the form:
∆τ =√τµ (9–3)
µ is chosen, so that ∆τ
τ
≈ 0.1 for a counting rate of one point per second.
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9.4 Functions
Here the code of the developed functions is shown.
9.4.1 Integration of the Differential Scattering Cross Section
The function to integrate the power law part of the differential scattering cross section
as in equation 3–37.
1 f unc t i on r e t = i n t c r o s s s e c d i f f c p l o t ( eta , qmax , Qx, Qy, qx0 , ↘
→qy0 )
2 % funkt ion to i n t e g r a t e the eta /(2 p i ) q xy ˆ( eta −2)/q maxˆ↘
→eta part o f the d i f f e r e n t i a l s c a t t e r i n g c r o s s s e c t i o n o f ↘
→ l i q u i d s u r f a c e s
3 %eta exponent
4 %qmax upper cut− o f f vec to r
5 %Qx, Qy 1/2 width o f the i n t e g r a t i o n area
6 %qx0 , qy0 cen t e r o f the i n t e g r a t i o n are
7
8 % here i t i s dec ided in which quadrant o f the qxy a area the ↘
→ i n t e g r a t i o n range i s l o ca t ed
9 %lo c a t i o n in a l l f ou r quadrants
10 i f ( ( abs ( qx0 ) < Qx) && ( abs ( qy0 ) < Qy) )
11
12 phi1 = 2 . p i − atan ( (Qy−qy0 ) . / (Qx+qx0 ) ) ;
13 phi2 = atan ( (Qy+qy0 ) . / (Qx+qx0 ) ) ;
14 phi3 = pi − atan ( (Qy+qy0 ) . / (Qx−qx0 ) ) ;
15 phi4 = pi + atan ( (Qy−qy0 ) . / (Qx−qx0 ) ) ;
16
17 %in t e g r a t i o n over the i n t e g r a t i o n range
18 r e t = (qmax . ˆ eta ) .ˆ( −1) . ( quadgk (@(x ) ( (Qx+qx0 ) . / cos ( x ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi1 − 2 . pi , phi2 ) + quadgk (@(x ) ( (Qy+qy0 ) . / s i n ( x↘
→) ) . ˆ eta , phi2 , phi3 ) + quadgk (@(x ) ( (Qx−qx0 ) ./ ( ( −1) . cos (↘
→x ) ) ) . ˆ eta , phi3 , phi4 ) + quadgk (@(x ) ( (Qy−qy0 ) ./( − s i n ( x ) )↘
→) . ˆ eta , phi4 , phi1 ) ) ;
19
20 %lo c a t i o n in one quadrants
21 e l s e i f ( ( abs ( qx0 ) > Qx) && ( abs ( qy0 ) > Qy) )
22
23 qx0 = abs ( qx0 ) ;
24 qy0 = abs ( qy0 ) ;
25
26 phi1 = atan ( ( qy0−Qy) . / ( qx0+Qx) ) ;
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27 phi2 = atan ( ( qy0+Qy) . / ( qx0+Qx) ) ;
28 phi3 = atan ( ( qy0+Qy) . / ( qx0−Qx) ) ;
29 phi4 = atan ( ( qy0−Qy) . / ( qx0−Qx) ) ;
30
31 r e t = (qmax . ˆ eta ) .ˆ( −1) . ( ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qx0+Qx) . / cos ( x ) )↘
→ . ˆ eta , phi1 , phi2 ) ) + ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qy0+Qy) . / s i n ( x ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi2 , phi3 ) ) − ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qx0−Qx) . / ( cos ( x ) ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi4 , phi3 ) ) − ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qy0−Qy) . / ( s i n ( x ) ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi1 , phi4 ) ) ) ;
32
33 %lo c a t i o n in two quadrants
34 e l s e i f ( ( abs ( qx0 ) < Qx) && ( abs ( qy0 ) > Qy) )
35
36 qy0 = abs ( qy0 ) ;
37 qx0 = abs ( qx0 ) ;
38
39 phi1 = atan ( ( qy0−Qy) . / ( qx0+Qx) ) ;
40 phi2 = atan ( ( qy0+Qy) . / ( qx0+Qx) ) ;
41 phi3 = pi + atan ( ( qy0+Qy) . / ( qx0−Qx) ) ;
42 phi4 = pi + atan ( ( qy0−Qy) . / ( qx0−Qx) ) ;
43
44 r e t = (qmax . ˆ eta ) .ˆ( −1) . ( ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qx0+Qx) . / cos ( x ) )↘
→ . ˆ eta , phi1 , phi2 ) ) + ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qy0+Qy) . / s i n ( x ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi2 , phi3 ) ) + ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qx0−Qx) . / ( cos ( x ) ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi3 , phi4 ) ) − ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qy0−Qy) . / ( s i n ( x ) ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi1 , phi4 ) ) ) ;
45
46
47 %lo c a t i o n in two quadrants
48 e l s e i f ( ( abs ( qx0 ) > Qx) && ( abs ( qy0 ) < Qy) )
49
50 qy0 d = abs ( qy0 ) ;
51 qx0 d = abs ( qx0 ) ;
52 Qx d = Qx;
53 Qy d = Qy;
54
55 qy0 = qx0 d ;
56 qx0 = qy0 d ;
57 Qx = Qy d ;
58 Qy = Qx d ;
59
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60 phi1 = atan ( ( qy0−Qy) . / ( qx0+Qx) ) ;
61 phi2 = atan ( ( qy0+Qy) . / ( qx0+Qx) ) ;
62 phi3 = pi + atan ( ( qy0+Qy) . / ( qx0−Qx) ) ;
63 phi4 = pi + atan ( ( qy0−Qy) . / ( qx0−Qx) ) ;
64
65 r e t = (qmax . ˆ eta ) .ˆ( −1) . ( ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qx0+Qx) . / cos ( x ) )↘
→ . ˆ eta , phi1 , phi2 ) ) + ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qy0+Qy) . / s i n ( x ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi2 , phi3 ) ) + ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qx0−Qx) . / ( cos ( x ) ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi3 , phi4 ) ) − ( quadgk (@(x ) ( ( qy0−Qy) . / ( s i n ( x ) ) ) . ˆ↘
→eta , phi1 , phi4 ) ) ) ;
66
67 end
68
69 r e t = r e t . / ( 2 p i ) ;
70 end
9.4.2 Surface Structure Factor
The function to derive the surface structure factor from a given electron density in the
kinematical approximation.
1 f unc t i on [ Phi R T Ta Tb phi t ta tb Rf r f rho rho2 qc sub ] = ↘
→ r e f l e c v 1 8 ( pos z , sigma n , beta n , form n , element n , width , ↘
→alpha , beta , lambda , subst ra te , subs t par , z )
2 %pos z array with the po s i t i o n o f the d i f f e r e n t par t s o f the ↘
→ e l e c t r o n dens i ty
3 %sigma n array with the d i s p e r s i o n o f the d i f f e r e n t par t s o f ↘
→the e l e c t r o n dens i ty
4 %beta n array with the absorpt ion o f the d i f f e r e n t par t s o f ↘
→the e l e c t r o n dens i ty
5 %form n array with the shapes o f the d i f f e r e n t par t s o f the ↘
→ e l e c t r o n dens i ty .
6 %Pos s i b l e parameters
7 % ’g ’ gauss ian shaped l ay e r
8 % ’ e ’ e r r o r func t i on from zero to sigma in d i r e c t i o n towards↘
→ the bulk
9 % ’−e ’ e r r o r func t i on from sigma to zero in d i r e c t i o n towards↘
→ the bulk
10 %element n array with the element o f the d i f f e r e n t par t s o f ↘
→the e l e c t r o n dens i ty . only ’Hg ’ supported yet
11 %width array with the width o f the d i f f e r e n t par t s o f the ↘
→ e l e c t r o n dens i ty .
12 %alpha array with i n c i d enc e ang le o f X−ray beam
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13 %beta array with e x i t i n g ang le o f X−ray beam normally equal ↘
→to alpha
14 %lambda X−ray wave l ength
15 %subs t r a t e e i t h e r ’ e r ro r ’ or ’DCM’
16 %subs t par i f ’DCM’ counta ins [ d , sigma n ]
17 %z array with z coo rd ina t e f o r wich the e l e c t r o n dens i ty ↘
→should be der ived
18 %the f o u r i e r tans format ion i s used with exp(− i qz z )
19 % number o f s l a b s + 2 ( sub s t r a t e + top phase )
20 %in rho the the d i s p e r s i o n i s s t o r e
21 %in the f i r s t element a l i s s t o r ed
22 rho ( : , 1 )=sigma n (1) /2 (1− e r f ( ( z−pos z (1 ) ) /( width (1 ) sq r t (2 ) ) )↘
→) ;
23 %in the cons e cu t i v e e lements the i nd i v i dua l l a y e r s are s to r ed
24 rho ( : , 2 )=sigma n (1) /2 (1− e r f ( ( z−pos z (1 ) ) /( width (1 ) sq r t (2 ) ) )↘
→) ;
25 %in rho2 the the absorpt ion i s s t o r e
26 rho2 ( : , 1 )=beta n (1 ) /2 (1− e r f ( ( z−pos z (1 ) ) /( width (1 ) sq r t (2 ) ) )↘
→) ;
27 %sc a t t e r i n g vec to r
28 qz=( s i n ( beta ) + s i n ( alpha ) ) . 2 . p i . / lambda ;
29 qza=( s i n ( alpha ) + s i n ( alpha ) ) . 2 . p i . / lambda ;
30 qzb=( s i n ( beta ) + s i n ( beta ) ) . 2 . p i . / lambda ;
31 %number o f l a y e r s
32 n s l ab s=length ( pos z ) ;
33 %ex i t i n g cond i t i on parameter
34 more s labs =1;
35 %add the f o u r i e r t rans fo rmat ion o f the top phase which i s ↘
→always an ’−e ’
36 phi=−sigma n (1) . ( exp(−1 i qz pos z (1 )−qz .ˆ2 width (1 ) . ˆ2/2 ) ) ;
37 %add the l ay e r de f i n ed in the array
38 i f n s l ab s >2
39 f o r j =2:( n s l abs −1)
40 e l=element n { j } ;
41 switch form n{ j }
42 case ’ g ’
43 %gauss l a y e r
44 %here the atomic form f a c t o r i s der ived
45 [ s f r e z , z e f f ]= fo rmfac to r s ( e l , qz ) ;
46 %here the shape o f the l ay e r i s convoluted with the ↘
→shape o f the atom , normal ly ’Hg ’
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47 [ s f r e a l ] =fo rmfac to r s ( e l , z , pos z ( j ) , width ( j ) ) ;
48 %the s t r u c tu r e f a c t o r only has to be mu l t i p l i c a t ed ↘
→with the form f a c t o r
49 rho dum ( : , 1 )=+sigma n ( j ) s f r e a l ;
50 rho dum ( : , 2 )=+beta n ( j ) s f r e a l ;
51 %add the f o u r i e r trans form o f the l ay e r ( gauss ) to ↘
→the s t r u c tu r f a c t o r
52 phi=phi+1 i . qz . sigma n ( j ) . exp(−1 i qz pos z ( j )−qz↘
→ . ˆ2 width ( j ) . ˆ2/2 ) . ( s f r e z +0.2) /(0.2+ z e f f ) ;
53 case ’ l ’
54 %lo r en t z l a y e r not suppoted yet
55 rho dum ( : , 1 )=+(sigma n ( j ) width ( j ) . / ( p i ( ( z−pos z ( j ) )↘
→.ˆ2+width ( j ) ˆ2) ) ) ;
56 rho dum ( : , 2 )=+(beta n ( j ) width ( j ) . / ( p i ( ( z−pos z ( j ) )↘
→.ˆ2+width ( j ) ˆ2) ) ) ;
57 %add the f o u r i e r trans form o f the s l ab s ( l o r e n t z )
58 %phi=phi+1 i qz . sigma n ( j ) . exp(−1 i qz pos z ( j )−qz ↘
→width ( j ) ) ;
59 case ’ e ’
60 %er r o r p r o f i l e f l a nk s
61 rho dum ( : , 1 )=sigma n ( j ) /2 (1+ e r f ( ( z−pos z ( j ) ) /( width (↘
→ j ) s q r t (2 ) ) ) )−sigma n ( j ) ;
62 rho dum ( : , 2 )=beta n ( j ) /2 (1+ e r f ( ( z−pos z ( j ) ) /( width ( j ↘
→) s q r t (2 ) ) ) )−beta n ( j ) ;
63 %add the f o u r i e r trans form o f the s l ab s ( gauss )
64 phi=phi+sigma n ( j ) . ( exp(−1 i qz pos z ( j )−qz .ˆ2 width (↘
→ j ) . ˆ2/2 ) ) ;
65 case ’−e ’
66 %er r o r p r o f i l e f l a nk s s l ab s
67 rho dum ( : , 1 )=+sigma n ( j ) /2 (1− e r f ( ( z−pos z ( j ) ) /( width↘
→( j ) s q r t (2 ) ) ) ) ;
68 rho dum ( : , 2 )=+beta n ( j ) /2 (1− e r f ( ( z−pos z ( j ) ) /( width (↘
→ j ) s q r t (2 ) ) ) ) ;
69 %add the f o u r i e r trans form o f the s l ab s ( gauss )
70 phi=phi−sigma n ( j ) . ( exp(−1 i qz pos z ( j )−qz .ˆ2 width (↘
→ j ) . ˆ2/2 ) ) ;
71 end
72 rho ( : , j +1)=rho dum ( : , 1 ) ;
73 rho ( : , 1 )=rho ( : , 1 )+rho dum ( : , 1 ) ;
74 rho2 ( : , 1 )=rho2 ( : , 1 )+rho dum ( : , 2 ) ;
75 end
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76 e l s e
77 j =1;
78 end
79 %here the sub s t r a t e s t r u c tu r e f a c t o r i s added
80 switch sub s t r a t e
81 case ’ e r r o r ’
82 %the e l e c t r o n den s i t i s added
83 rho ( : , 1 )=rho ( : , 1 ) ’+sigma n ( j +1)/2 (1+ e r f ( ( z−pos z ( j +1) ) /(↘
→width ( j +1) sq r t (2 ) ) ) ) ;
84 rho ( : , j +2)=sigma n ( j +1)/2 (1+ e r f ( ( z−pos z ( j +1) ) /( width ( j ↘
→+1) sq r t (2 ) ) ) ) ;
85 rho2 ( : , 1 )=rho2 ( : , 1 ) ’+beta n ( j +1)/2 (1+ e r f ( ( z−pos z ( j +1) )↘
→/( width ( j +1) sq r t (2 ) ) ) ) ;
86 %add the f o u r i e r trans form o f the sub s t r a t e
87 phi=phi+(sigma n ( j +1) ) . exp(−1 i qz pos z ( j +1)−qz .ˆ2 width↘
→( j +1) . ˆ2/2 ) ;
88 case ’DCM’
89 e l=element n { j +1};
90 %subs t r a t e parameter
91 d=subs t par (1 ) ;
92 s i g b a r=subs t par (2 ) ;
93 n=0;
94 rho dum ( : , 1 )=ze ro s ( l ength ( z ) , 1 ) ;
95 rho dum ( : , 2 )=ze ro s ( l ength ( z ) , 1 ) ;
96 %here gauss ian l a y e r s are added to produce the e l e c t r o n ↘
→dens i ty o f the ’DCM’
97 whi le more s labs
98 %here the shape o f the l a y e r s i s convoluted with the ↘
→shape o f the atom , normal ly ’Hg ’
99 [ s f r e a l ] = fo rmfac to r s ( e l , z , ( pos z ( j +1) )+(n d) , s q r t (↘
→width ( j +1)ˆ2+(n s i g b a r ˆ2) ) ) ;
100 rho dum ( : , 1 )=rho dum ( : , 1 ) ’+d ( sigma n ( j +1) ) s f r e a l ;
101 rho dum ( : , 2 )=rho dum ( : , 2 ) ’+d ( beta n ( j +1) ) s f r e a l ;
102 n=n+1;
103 i f n d>5 max( z )
104 more s labs =0;
105 end
106 end
107 rho ( : , j +2)=rho dum ( : , 1 ) ;
108 rho ( : , 1 )=rho ( : , 1 )+rho dum ( : , 1 ) ;
109 rho2 ( : , 1 )=rho2 ( : , 1 )+rho dum ( : , 2 ) ;
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110 %add the f o u r i e r trans form o f the sub s t r a t e e l e c t r o n ↘
→dens i ty ’DCM’
111 %the s t r u c tu r e f a c t o r only has to be mu l t i p l i c a t ed with ↘
→the form f a c t o r
112 [ s f r e z , z e f f ]= fo rmfac to r s ( e l , qz ) ;
113 phi=phi+( s f r e z +0.2) /(0.2+ z e f f ) . 1 i . qz . d . ( sigma n ( j +1)↘
→) . exp(−1 i qz pos z ( j +1)−qz .ˆ2 width ( j +1) . ˆ2/2 ) ./(1 −↘
→exp(−1 i qz d−qz .ˆ2 s i g b a r ˆ2/2) ) ;
114 rho dum ( : , 1 )=ze ro s ( l ength ( z ) , 1 ) ;
115 rho dum ( : , 2 )=ze ro s ( l ength ( z ) , 1 ) ;
116 t s e l=text scan ( form n{ j +1} , ’%f ’ ) ;
117 i f ˜ isempty ( t s e l )
118 f o r zz=1: l ength ( t s e l {1 ,1})
119 n=t s e l {1 ,1}( zz ) ;
120 %add the f o u r i e r trans form o f the sub s t r a t e
121 [ s f r e a l ] = fo rmfac to r s ( e l , z , ( pos z ( j +1) )+(n d) , s q r t (↘
→width ( j +1)ˆ2+(n s i g b a r ˆ2) ) ) ;
122 rho dum ( : , 1 )=rho dum ( : , 1 ) ’−d ( sigma n ( j +1) ) s f r e a l ;
123 rho dum ( : , 2 )=rho dum ( : , 2 ) ’−d ( beta n ( j +1) ) s f r e a l ;
124 %add the f o u r i e r trans form o f the s l ab s ( gauss )
125 phi=phi −1 i . qz . s igma n ( j +1) . d . exp(−1 i qz ( pos z ( j ↘
→+1)+(n d) )−qz .ˆ2 sq r t ( width ( j +1)ˆ2+(n s i g b a r ˆ2) )↘
→ . ˆ 2/2 ) . ( s f r e z +0.2) /(0.2+ z e f f ) ;
126 end
127 end
128 rho ( : , j +2)=rho ( : , j +2)+rho dum ( : , 1 ) ;
129 rho ( : , 1 )=rho ( : , 1 )+rho dum ( : , 1 ) ;
130 rho2 ( : , 1 )=rho2 ( : , 1 )+rho dum ( : , 2 ) ;
131 %norma l i za t i on o f the f ou r i e r t r an s f o rma t i on
132 end
133 %norma l i za t i on o f the f ou r i e r t r an s f o rma t i on
134 phi=phi /( sigma n ( j +1)−sigma n (1) ) ;
135 %ca l c u l a t i o n f o r qz in the sub s t r a t e with r e sp e c t to the top ↘
→phase
136 a lpha c sub=sq r t (2 sigma n ( n s l ab s ) −2 sigma n (1) ) ;
137 qc sub=4 pi /lambda s i n ( a lpha c sub ) ;
138 abs sub=32 1 i p i ˆ2 beta n ( n s l ab s ) /lambda ˆ2 ;
139 qz sub=sq r t ( qz .ˆ2− qc subˆ2−abs sub ) ;
140 qz suba=sq r t ( qza .ˆ2− qc subˆ2−abs sub ) ;
141 qz subb=sq r t ( qzb .ˆ2− qc subˆ2−abs sub ) ;
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142 %ca l c u l a t e r e f l e c t i v i t y , t ransmis s ion , s c a t t e r i n g f a c to r , e t c↘
→ .
143 %r e f l e c t i o n amplitude ( f r e s n e l )
144 r f =(qz−qz sub ) . / ( qz+qz sub ) ;
145 %r e f l e c t i o n i n t e n s i t y ( f r e s n e l )
146 Rf=r f . conj ( r f ) ;
147 %transmi s s i on amplitude ( f r e s n e l )
148 t=2 (qz ) . / ( qz+qz sub ) ;
149 ta=2 (qza ) . / ( qza+qz suba ) ;
150 tb=2 (qzb ) . / ( qzb+qz subb ) ;
151 %transmi s s i on i n t e n s i t y ( f r e s n e l )
152 T=t . conj ( t ) ;
153 Ta=ta . conj ( ta ) ;
154 Tb=tb . conj ( tb ) ;
155 %s c a t t e r i n f f a c t o r
156 Phi=phi . conj ( phi ) ;
157 %r e f l e c t i o n amplitude
158 R=Rf . Phi ;
159 end
9.4.3 Atomic Form Factor
The function to derive the shape of the Hg atom or its form factor.
1 f unc t i on [ s f , varargout ] = fo rmfac to r s ( vara rg in )
2
3 % input i s e i t h e r : f o rm fac to r s ( ’ element ’ , qz−vec to r )
4 % −> form f a c t o r o f element at po in t s o f qz−vec to r
5 %varargout
6 % or : f o rmfac to r s ( ’ element ’ , z−vector , z0 ) ( z−vec to r hast to ↘
→be equa l l y spaced )
7 % −> shape o f element e l e c t r o n dens i ty cente red at po int z0 ↘
→on z−vec to r
8 %
9 % or : f o rmfac to r s ( ’ element ’ , z−vector , z0 , sigma ) ( z−vec to r hast↘
→ to equa l l y spaced )
10 % −> shape o f element e l e c t r o n dens i ty cente red at po int z0 ↘
→on z−vec to r
11 % convoluted with normal ized gauss −curve with s tandar t ↘
→dev i a t i on sigma
12
13 switch lower ( vara rg in {1})
14 case { ’ hg ’ , ’ mercury ’}
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15 para = [20 . 6809 0 .545 19.0417 8 .4484 21.6575 1 .5729 ↘
→5 .9676 38.3246 1 2 . 6 0 8 9 ] ;
16 case { ’ pb ’ , ’ l ead ’}
17 para = [20 . 6809 0 .545 19.0417 8 .4484 21.6575 1 .5729 ↘
→5 .9676 38.3246 1 2 . 6 0 8 9 ] ;
18 otherw i s e
19 para = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
20 end
21
22 Ze f f=para (1 )+para (3 )+para (5 )+para (7 )+para (9 ) ;
23 i f nargout==2
24 varargout{1}=Ze f f ;
25 end
26
27 i f narg in==2
28 qz0 = vararg in {2} ;
29 s f = para (9 ) ;
30 f o r i = 1 : 2 : 7
31 t t = −para ( i +1) . qz0 . ˆ2 . / (4ˆ2 . p i . p i ) ;
32 s f = s f + para ( i ) . exp ( t t ) ;
33 end
34
35 e l s e i f nargin>=3
36 z = vararg in {2} ;
37 pos = vararg in {3} ;
38 i f narg in==4
39 s i g f a l t u n g =vararg in {4} ;
40 e l s e
41 s i g f a l t u n g =e −10;
42 end
43
44 s f = 1/(( s i g f a l t u n g ) sq r t (2 p i ) ) para (9 ) . exp(− ( z−pos )↘
→ . ˆ2 . / ( 2 ( s i g f a l t u n g ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ;
45
46 f o r i = 1 : 2 : 7
47 t t = − ( z−pos ) . ˆ2 . / ( 2 ( ( s q r t (2 para ( i +1)/(4 4 p i . p i )↘
→) ) .ˆ2+ s i g f a l t u n g . ˆ 2 ) ) ;
48 s f = s f + 1/( sq r t ( ( ( 2 para ( i +1)/(4 4 p i . p i ) ) )+↘
→ s i g f a l t u n g . ˆ 2 ) sq r t (2 p i ) ) para ( i ) . exp ( t t ) ;
49 end
50
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51 s f = s f / Z e f f ;
52 end
53
54 end
9.4.4 2D Coordinates
The function to derive the coordinates of an Eiger measurement.
1 f unc t i on [ Mqx,Mqy,Mqz , b e t a p i x e l , t h e t a p i x e l ] = ↘
→make coo rd ina t e s e i g e r 3 (Nx,Ny, Sx , Sy , lambda , alpha , beta , stth ↘
→ , g sd , phi , rE , rDz , gamma1 )
2 %UNTITLED4 Summary o f t h i s f unc t i on goes here
3 % Deta i l ed exp lanat ion goes here
4 %Nx : number p i x e l x−d i r e c t i o n
5 %Ny : number p i x e l y−d i r e c t i o n
6 %Sx : s i z e p i x e l x−d i r e c t i o n
7 %Sy : s i z e p i x e l y−d i r e c t i o n
8 %lambda : Xray wavelength
9 %alpha : i n c i d enc e ang le o f Xray beam
10 %beta : beta ang le p o s i t i o n o f d e t e c t o r
11 %st th : s t th po s i t i o n o f d e t e c t o r s tage
12 %g sd : geometry value o f de t e t o r ( from spec )
13 %phi : r o t a t i on ang le o f d e t e c t o r r e l e a t i v e to de t e c t o r s tage
14 %rE : s t th value o f sp e cu l a r i n t e n s i t y
15 %rDz : z o f f s e t o f d e t e c t o r
16 %gamma1 : r o t a t i on ang le o f d e t e c t o r in the de t e c t o r plane
17
18 %Berechnung der Konstanten in den r i c h t i g e n Einhe i ten
19
20 alpha=alpha /180 p i ;
21 beta=beta /180 p i ;
22 s t th=s t th /180 p i ;
23 gamma1=gamma1/180 p i ;
24 phi=phi /180 p i ;
25 rD=g sd tan ( phi ) ;
26 rF=g sd / cos ( phi )−rE ;
27 DrPT=[0 , g sd , g sd tan ( beta ) ] ;
28
29 %Berechnung der Koordinaten im detectorarm Koordinatensystem
30
31 rPT0x=[Sx ( ( 0 :Nx) −(Nx/2) ) cos ( phi ) ] ’ ones (1 ,Ny+1)−rD+rF s i n (↘
→phi ) ;
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32 rPT0y=[Sx ( ( 0 :Nx) −(Nx/2) ) s i n ( phi ) ] ’ ones (1 ,Ny+1)−rF cos ( phi )↘
→ ;
33 rPT0z=ones (Nx+1 ,1) [ Sy (Ny/2 −(0:Ny) ) ]+rDz ;
34
35 %Al l e s in e in e Matrix , damit d i e r o t a t i on auf j ede Z e i l e ↘
→angewendet
36 %werden kann
37
38 MrPT0( 1 , : )=rPT0x ( : ) ;
39 MrPT0( 2 , : )=rPT0y ( : ) ;
40 MrPT0( 3 , : )=rPT0z ( : ) ;
41
42 %Rot ieren um zu Koordinaten im Di f f raktometer system zu ↘
→ge langen
43 MrPG=rot z ( s t th ) ( roty2 (gamma1 ) rotx ( beta ) MrPT0+DrPT’ ones↘
→ (1 , l ength (MrPT0) ) ) ;
44
45 %Ausrechnen der r e z ip roken Koordinaten
46 Q=2 pi /lambda ( (MrPG. / ( [ 1 1 1 ] ’ s q r t (sum( (MrPG.ˆ2 ) ) ) ) ) − [ 0 ; cos↘
→( alpha ) ;− s i n ( alpha ) ] ones (1 , l ength (MrPT0) ) ) ;
47
48 %wieder in e in e Matrix , d i e d i e g l e i c h e grA˜ A˜Y¨e an p ix e l n hat↘
→ wie der Detektor
49 Mqx=reshape (Q( 1 , : ) ,Nx+1,Ny+1) ;
50 Mqy=reshape (Q( 2 , : ) ,Nx+1,Ny+1) ;
51 Mqz=reshape (Q( 3 , : ) ,Nx+1,Ny+1) ;
52 MrPG norm=(MrPG. / ( [ 1 1 1 ] ’ s q r t (sum( (MrPG.ˆ2 ) ) ) ) ) ;
53 be t a p i x e l 1=atan (MrPG norm ( 3 , : ) . / s q r t (MrPG norm ( 1 , : ) .ˆ2+↘
→MrPG norm ( 2 , : ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ;
54 b e t a p i x e l=reshape ( be ta p ix e l 1 ,Nx+1,Ny+1) ;
55 t h e t a p i x e l=as in (Mqx. / sq r t ( (Mqy+2 pi /lambda cos ( alpha ) ) .ˆ2+↘
→Mqx. ˆ 2 ) ) ;
56
57 end
58
59 f unc t i on [ out ] = rotx ( beta )
60 out=[1 0 0 ; . . .
61 0 cos ( beta ) − s i n ( beta ) ; . . .
62 0 s i n ( beta ) cos ( beta ) ] ;
63 end
64
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65 f unc t i on [ out ] = roty2 (gamma2 )
66 out=[ cos (gamma2) 0 s i n (gamma2) ; . . .
67 0 1 0 ; . . .
68 − s i n (gamma2) 0 cos (gamma2) ] ;
69 end
70
71 f unc t i on [ out ] = ro t z ( s t th )
72 out=[ cos ( s t th ) − s i n ( s t th ) 0 ; . . .
73 s i n ( s t th ) cos ( s t th ) 0 ; . . .
74 0 0 1 ] ;
75 end
9.4.5 Integration over Arbitrary Quadrilaterals
The function integrates the power law part of the differential scattering cross section as
in equation 3–37 over an arbitrary quadrilateral in the qxy plane. The main concept is to
derive the distance ∆qxy(θ) from equation 3–37 at different equally spaced angles θ and
to calculate the integral by approximating the integral piece wise with a polynomial.
This can be computed on the GPU. The integral for one side of the quadrilateral is
than the integration over the area between the edges of one side of the quadrilateral
and the origin of the coordinate system. Then the results for each side are added. If the
direction of the integration was negative, the result is multiplied by -1. The direction
of the integration is negative only for the case, that the area over which is integrated
lies completely outside of the area of the quadrilateral. This way, the result is only the
contribution from the area of the quadrilateral.
1 f unc t i on r e t = i n t e g r a t e l i q u i d c r o s s s e c t i o n v e c t o r g p u ( eta , ↘
→qmax , x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , x3 , y3 , x4 , y4 )
2 % funkt ion to i n t e g r a t e the eta /(2 p i ) q xy ˆ( eta −2)/q maxˆ↘
→eta part o f the d i f f e r e n t i a l s c a t t e r i n g c r o s s s e c t i o n o f ↘
→ l i q u i d s u r f a c e s
3 %eta exponent
4 %qmax upper cut− o f f vec to r
5 % the x and y parameters must be the qxy coo rd ina t e s o f the ↘
→edges o f the q u ad r i l a t e r a l in the f o l l ow i n g order
6 %(x1 , y1 )−−−−>(x2 , y2 )
7 % ˆ |
8 % | |
9 % | v
10 %(x4 , y4 )<−−−−(x3 , y3 )
11
12 %the exponent cant be g r e a t e r than 2
13 i f eta>2
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14 eta=2;
15 end
16
17 %angle o f the coo rd ina t e s o f the edges o f the q u ad r i l a t e r a l
18 alpha1=atan2 ( y1 , x1 ) ;
19 alpha2=atan2 ( y2 , x2 ) ;
20 alpha3=atan2 ( y3 , x3 ) ;
21 alpha4=atan2 ( y4 , x4 ) ;
22
23
24 %the d i f f e r e n c e in ang le from edge 1 to edge 2
25 aco s a rg =(( cos ( alpha1 ) cos ( alpha2 )+s i n ( alpha1 ) s i n ( alpha2 ) ) /(↘
→ s q r t ( cos ( alpha1 )ˆ2+s i n ( alpha1 ) ˆ2) sq r t ( cos ( alpha2 )ˆ2+s i n (↘
→alpha2 ) ˆ2) ) ) ;
26
27 i f abs ( aco s a rg )>1
28 aco s a rg=s i gn ( aco s a rg ) ;
29 end
30
31 a lpha1 2=acos ( aco s a rg ) s i gn ( cos ( alpha1 ) s i n ( alpha2 )− s i n (↘
→alpha1 ) cos ( alpha2 ) ) ;
32
33 %in t e g r a t i o n over v e r t i c e 1
34 r e t 1=simint2 gpu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1 , alpha1 2 , eta , qmax) ;
35
36 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
37 %the d i f f e r e n c e in ang le from edge 2 to edge 3
38 aco s a rg =(( cos ( alpha2 ) cos ( alpha3 )+s i n ( alpha2 ) s i n ( alpha3 ) ) /(↘
→ s q r t ( cos ( alpha2 )ˆ2+s i n ( alpha2 ) ˆ2) sq r t ( cos ( alpha3 )ˆ2+s i n (↘
→alpha3 ) ˆ2) ) ) ;
39 i f abs ( aco s a rg )>1
40 aco s a rg=s i gn ( aco s a rg ) ;
41 end
42 a lpha2 3=acos ( aco s a rg ) s i gn ( cos ( alpha2 ) s i n ( alpha3 )− s i n (↘
→alpha2 ) cos ( alpha3 ) ) ;
43
44 %in t e g r a t i o n over v e r t i c e 2
45 r e t 2=simint2 gpu ( x2 , y2 , x3 , y3 , alpha2 , alpha2 3 , eta , qmax) ;
46
47 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
48 %the d i f f e r e n c e in ang le from edge 3 to edge 4
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49 aco s a rg =(( cos ( alpha3 ) cos ( alpha4 )+s i n ( alpha3 ) s i n ( alpha4 ) ) /(↘
→ s q r t ( cos ( alpha3 )ˆ2+s i n ( alpha3 ) ˆ2) sq r t ( cos ( alpha4 )ˆ2+s i n (↘
→alpha4 ) ˆ2) ) ) ;
50 i f abs ( aco s a rg )>1
51 aco s a rg=s i gn ( aco s a rg ) ;
52 end
53 a lpha3 4=acos ( aco s a rg ) s i gn ( cos ( alpha3 ) s i n ( alpha4 )− s i n (↘
→alpha3 ) cos ( alpha4 ) ) ;
54
55 %in t e g r a t i o n over v e r t i c e 3
56 r e t 3=simint2 gpu ( x3 , y3 , x4 , y4 , alpha3 , alpha3 4 , eta , qmax) ;
57
58 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
59 %the d i f f e r e n c e in ang le from edge 4 to edge 1
60 aco s a rg =(( cos ( alpha4 ) cos ( alpha1 )+s i n ( alpha4 ) s i n ( alpha1 ) ) /(↘
→ s q r t ( cos ( alpha4 )ˆ2+s i n ( alpha4 ) ˆ2) sq r t ( cos ( alpha1 )ˆ2+s i n (↘
→alpha1 ) ˆ2) ) ) ;
61 i f abs ( aco s a rg )>1
62 aco s a rg=s i gn ( aco s a rg ) ;
63 end
64 a lpha4 1=acos ( aco s a rg ) s i gn ( cos ( alpha4 ) s i n ( alpha1 )− s i n (↘
→alpha4 ) cos ( alpha1 ) ) ;
65
66 %in t e g r a t i o n over v e r t i c e 4
67 r e t 4=simint2 gpu ( x4 , y4 , x1 , y1 , alpha4 , alpha4 1 , eta , qmax) ;
68
69 % i f ( cos ( alpha4 ) s i n ( alpha1 )− s i n ( alpha4 ) cos ( alpha1 ) )<0
70 % ret4=−r e t 4 ;
71 % end
72 r e t=abs ( r e t 1+re t2+re t3+re t4 ) ;
73
74 end
75
76 f unc t i on [ c r p d i s t ] = c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , ↘
→alpha )
77 %func t i on to parametr i ze the d i s t anc e to the c r o s s i n g po int ↘
→o f a l i n e which goes from the cen t e r o f the qxy plane to a↘
→ po int on the v e r t i c e o f the q u ad r i l a t e r a l as a func t i on ↘
→o f the ang le alpha . Alpha i s the ang le between the l i n e ↘
→and the qx ax i s
78 x4=cos ( alpha ) ;
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79 y4=s i n ( alpha ) ;
80
81 crp x=((x4 ) . ( x2 . y1−x1 . y2 ) ) . / ( ( y4 ) . ( x2−x1 ) −(y2−y1 ) . ( x4 ) ) ;
82 crp y=((y4 ) . ( x2 . y1−x1 . y2 ) ) . / ( ( y4 ) . ( x2−x1 ) −(y2−y1 ) . ( x4 ) ) ;
83
84 c r p d i s t=sq r t ( crp x .ˆ2+ crp y . ˆ 2 ) ;
85
86 end
87
88 f unc t i on [ out ] = s imint2 gpu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1 , alpha1 2 , ↘
→eta , qmax)
89 %simpson 3/8 ru l e f o r n i n t e r v a l l s . n i s mu l t ip l e o f th ree .
90 %can be extended
91 alpha2=alpha1+alpha1 2 ;
92 n=33;
93 h=(alpha2−alpha1 ) /n ;
94
95 out =h 3/8 (( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+0 h) . /↘
→qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+1 ↘
→h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , ↘
→alpha1+2 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+2 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2↘
→ , y2 , alpha1+3 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , ↘
→y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+4 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ↘
→( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+5 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+2 (↘
→ c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+6 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta↘
→+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+7 h) . /qmax)↘
→ . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+8 h) . /↘
→qmax) . ˆ eta+2 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+9 ↘
→h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , ↘
→alpha1+10 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , ↘
→x2 , y2 , alpha1+11 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+2 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu (↘
→x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+12 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 (↘
→ c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+13 h) . /qmax) . ˆ↘
→eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+14 h) . /↘
→qmax) . ˆ eta+2 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1↘
→+15 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , ↘
→alpha1+16 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , ↘
→x2 , y2 , alpha1+17 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+2 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu (↘
→x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+18 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 (↘
→ c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+19 h) . /qmax) . ˆ↘
→eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+20 h) . /↘
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→qmax) . ˆ eta+2 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1↘
→+21 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , ↘
→alpha1+22 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , ↘
→x2 , y2 , alpha1+23 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+2 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu (↘
→x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+24 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 (↘
→ c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+25 h) . /qmax) . ˆ↘
→eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+26 h) . /↘
→qmax) . ˆ eta+2 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1↘
→+27 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , ↘
→alpha1+28 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , ↘
→x2 , y2 , alpha1+29 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+2 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu (↘
→x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+30 h) . /qmax) . ˆ eta+3 (↘
→ c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+31 h) . /qmax) . ˆ↘
→eta+3 ( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+32 h) . /↘
→qmax) . ˆ eta+( c r o s s i n gp o i n t d i s t g pu ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , alpha1+n h)↘
→ . / qmax) . ˆ eta ) ;
96 end
9.4.6 Integration over Distorted 2D Detector Pictures
The function to integrate a distorted 2D detector picture over rectangular detector
pixels. The function finds the detector edges of the pixels which lie inside the defined
rectangular detector pixels. Then the intensity of this pixels multiplied by the number
of inner edges and divided by four is summed up. This way, if adjacent virtual detector
pixels are defined, e.g. with no space between them, the absolute intensity of the
detector picture stays constant, as no pixel is counted more than once. If the detector
pixels are divided into subpixels before they are supplied to the function, the accuracy
increases.
1 f unc t i on [ i n t s qua r e ] = reb in4 (x , y , In t en s i t y , cen square2 , ↘
→xy square2 , i n t e r p n r )
2 %The coo rd ina t e s o f the de t e c t o r p i x e l s have to be g iven as a↘
→ NxM matrix which d e f i n e the edges o f the p i x e l in the ↘
→ f o l l ow i n g manner
3 %(x(n , 1 ) , y (n , 1 ) )−−−−(x (n , 2 ) , y (n , 2 ) )−−−−(x (n ,m) , y (n ,m) )
4 % | p i x e l | p i x e l |
5 %(x (2 , 1 ) , y (2 , 1 ) )−−−−(x (2 , 2 ) , y (2 , 2 ) )−−−−(x (2 ,m) , y (2 ,m) )
6 % | p i x e l | p i x e l |
7 %(x (1 , 1 ) , y (1 , 1 ) )−−−−(x (1 , 2 ) , y (1 , 2 ) )−−−−(x (1 ,m) , y (1 ,m) )
8
9 %the i n t e n s i t y o f the p i x e l s has to be g iven as a (N−1)x (M−1)↘
→ matrix
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10 %the i n t e n s i t y in matrix element (n ,m) i s a s s i gned to the ↘
→de t e c t o r p i x e l where the edges have the coo rd ina t e s ( x (n ,m↘
→) , y (n ,m) ) , ( x (n ,m+1) , y (n ,m+1) ) , ( x (n+1,m) , y (n+1,m) ) , ( x (n+1,m↘
→+1) , y (n+1,m+1) ) e t c .
11
12 %cen square2 the coord inae s o f the cen t e r o f the v i r t u a l ↘
→de t e c t o r p i x e l as [ x y ]
13 %xy square2 the ho r i z on t a l and v e r t i c a l width o f the ↘
→ v i r t u a l d e t e c t o r p i x e l as [ dx dy ]
14
15 q x l a t t i c e=gpuArray ( q x l a t t i c e 2 ) ;
16 q y l a t t i c e=gpuArray ( q y l a t t i c e 2 ) ;
17 I n t e n s i t y=gpuArray ( I n t e n s i t y ) ;
18 cen square=gpuArray ( cen square2 ) ;
19 xy square=gpuArray ( xy square2 ) ;
20
21 i nd 1=gpuArray ( f a l s e ( s i z e ( cen square , 1 ) , l ength ( q x l a t t i c e ( : ) )↘
→) ) ;
22
23 [ a , b]= s i z e ( ( q x l a t t i c e ) ) ;
24 [ a , b ]=(meshgrid ( 1 : b , 1 : a ) ) ;
25 a=gpuArray ( a ) ;
26 b=gpuArray (b) ;
27 % maximale d iagona l e d i e im u r sp rung s g i t t e r au f t r e t en kann
28 maxdiag=max ( [ s q r t (max(max( abs ( q y l a t t i c e ( 2 : ( end ) , 2 : ( end ) )−↘
→ q y l a t t i c e ( 1 : ( end−1) , 1 : ( end−1) ) ) ) ) . ˆ 2+ . . .
29 max(max( abs ( q x l a t t i c e ( 2 : ( end ) , 2 : ( end ) )− q x l a t t i c e ( 1 : ( end↘
→−1) , 1 : ( end−1) ) ) ) ) . ˆ 2 ) , . . .
30 s q r t (max(max( abs ( q y l a t t i c e ( 1 : ( end−1) , 2 : ( end ) )− q y l a t t i c e ↘
→ ( 2 : ( end ) , 1 : ( end−1) ) ) ) ) . ˆ 2+ . . .
31 max(max( abs ( q x l a t t i c e ( 1 : ( end−1) , 2 : ( end ) )− q x l a t t i c e ( 2 : ( end↘
→) , 1 : ( end−1) ) ) ) ) . ˆ 2 ) ] ) ;
32
33 i n t s qua r e=ze ro s ( s i z e ( cen square , 1 ) ,1 , ’ gpuArray ’ ) ;
34
35 f o r kk=gpuArray . co lon (1 , s i z e ( cen square , 1 ) ) ;
36
37
38 %maximaler be r e i ch in dem s i ch u r sp rung s g i t t e r und neues ↘
→ r e chteck
39 %A˜ berschneiden konnen
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40
41 dum=(( q x l a t t i c e ( : )>( cen square ( kk , 1 )−xy square ( kk , 1 ) /2−↘
→maxdiag ) ) & . . .
42 ( q x l a t t i c e ( : )<( cen square ( kk , 1 )+xy square ( kk , 1 ) /2+↘
→maxdiag ) ) & . . .
43 ( q y l a t t i c e ( : )>( cen square ( kk , 2 )−xy square ( kk , 2 ) /2−↘
→maxdiag ) ) & . . .
44 ( q y l a t t i c e ( : )<( cen square ( kk , 2 )+xy square ( kk , 2 ) /2+↘
→maxdiag ) ) ) ;
45
46 i nd 1 (kk , : )=dum( : ) ;
47
48 %bere i ch quadrat i s ch machen damit er in matrix ge laden
49 %werden kann
50
51 a min=(min ( a ( ind 1 (kk , : ) ) ) ) ;
52 a max=(max( a ( ind 1 (kk , : ) ) ) ) ;
53 b min=(min (b( ind 1 (kk , : ) ) ) ) ;
54 b max=(max(b( ind 1 (kk , : ) ) ) ) ;
55
56 i f isempty ( a min ) | | isempty ( a max ) | | isempty ( b min ) | | isempty (↘
→b max )
57 y min max=gpuArray ( [ 1 1 ] ) ;
58 x min max=gpuArray ( [ 1 1 ] ) ;
59 e l s e
60 y min max=[a min a max ] ;
61 x min max=[b min b max ] ;
62
63 end
64 x ind=gpuArray . co lon ( x min max (1) , x min max (2) ) ;
65 y ind=gpuArray . co lon ( y min max (1) , y min max (2) ) ;
66 i f 1<sum(2<=s i z e ( q x l a t t i c e ( x ind , y ind ) ) )
67
68 i n t x=q x l a t t i c e ( x ind , y ind ) ;
69 i n t y=q y l a t t i c e ( x ind , y ind ) ;
70
71
72 i n t i n t e n s i t y=In t e n s i t y ( x ind ( 1 : ( end−1) ) , y ind ( 1 : ( end−1) )↘
→) ;
73
74 i f 1
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75 dum=( int x >( cen square ( kk , 1 )−xy square ( kk , 1 ) /2) ) & . . .
76 ( in t x <( cen square ( kk , 1 )+xy square ( kk , 1 ) /2) ) & . . .
77 ( in t y >( cen square ( kk , 2 )−xy square ( kk , 2 ) /2) ) & . . .
78 ( in t y <( cen square ( kk , 2 )+xy square ( kk , 2 ) /2) ) ;
79
80 dum2=( i n t x==(cen square ( kk , 1 )−xy square ( kk , 1 ) /2) ) | . . .
81 ( i n t x==(cen square ( kk , 1 )+xy square ( kk , 1 ) /2) ) | . . .
82 ( i n t y==(cen square ( kk , 2 )−xy square ( kk , 2 ) /2) ) | . . .
83 ( i n t y==(cen square ( kk , 2 )+xy square ( kk , 2 ) /2) ) ;
84
85 f r a c t i o n=(dum( 1 : ( end−1) , 1 : ( end−1) ) + . . .
86 dum( 2 : ( end ) , 1 : ( end−1) ) + . . .
87 dum( 2 : ( end ) , 2 : ( end ) ) + . . .
88 dum( 1 : ( end−1) , 2 : ( end ) ) + . . .
89 (dum2 ( 1 : ( end−1) , 1 : ( end−1) ) + . . .
90 dum2 ( 2 : ( end ) , 1 : ( end−1) ) + . . .
91 dum2 ( 2 : ( end ) , 2 : ( end ) ) + . . .
92 dum2 ( 1 : ( end−1) , 2 : ( end ) ) ) /2) /4 ;
93
94 dum3=dum+dum2 ;
95
96
97 dum4=sum( i n t i n t e n s i t y (dum3 ( 1 : ( end−1) , 1 : ( end−1) ) | . . .
98 dum3 ( 2 : ( end ) , 1 : ( end−1) ) | . . .
99 dum3 ( 2 : ( end ) , 2 : ( end ) ) | . . .
100 dum3 ( 1 : ( end−1) , 2 : ( end ) ) ) . ( f r a c t i o n (dum3 ( 1 : ( end−1)↘
→ , 1 : ( end−1) ) | . . .
101 dum3 ( 2 : ( end ) , 1 : ( end−1) ) | . . .
102 dum3 ( 2 : ( end ) , 2 : ( end ) ) | . . .
103 dum3 ( 1 : ( end−1) , 2 : ( end ) ) ) ) ) ;
104
105 i n t s qua r e ( kk )=dum4 ;
106 end
107
108 e l s e
109 i n t s qua r e ( kk )=0;
110 end
111 end
112
113 end
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9.5 Used Data
The data sets used in this thesis are from several beam times and are located in the
folder //solidxs/data/bmbf/lisa, local on the LISA control PC and on the PETRA III
file server. For the publication script in chapter 6 the data from beam times at the
LISA diffractometer from following dates was used:
August 2011
March 2012
March 2013
June 2013
August 2013
In chapter 7 the data from beam times at the LISA diffractometer from following dates
was used:
August 2013
December 2013
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